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STRIKE NOW
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I.ens, France, March 30. Fourteen
miners who were entombed In tnecoa;
mines at Courieres, twenty days ago,
were taken frcni the mine alive and
well today. They had lived on hay,
found In one ot the underground stables, "and upon morsels of food, which
thiy took into tiie mines nearly three
weeks ago. All attempts to rescue
the entombed men had been abandour
d more than two weeks ago.
The sudden appearance ct the im
prisoned nun caused glupencatlon. A
ang of salvagers had Jut completed their nights work, when they were
startled to see a group of miners, ter
and
ribly haggard and exhausted,
with eyes sunken, appear from a
part of pit No. 2. The strongest
of the party said that they had broken out of a distant gallery where
iliey had been entombed since March
lo. The men were taken to a h capital. They were able to talk feebly
and asked for friends.
Large crowds Immediately besieged
I he mines hoping to hear .of further
escapes. It is said that others of the
entombed miners are alive and about
to be brought cut, their Blgnals having been heard. One oi.' the rescued
today, named Nemy, said that the
first eight days the party ate bark oil
the 'timbers of the mine. Later, they
found the decomposed bdy of a horse
which they cut up and ate with hay.
Nemy, who is the most lucid of the
escaped, graphically described their
imprisonment as follows:
"After the explosion I groped my
way about, stumbling over bodies aim
seeking a refuge from the gases. I
found Borne comrades sheltered in a
remote niche. We ate earth and bark
tor eight clays. We continued to
grope among the bodies, seeking an
outlet, but were forced tacK time anu
aeain bv the gases. We found some
hay, which we ate, and two days later
found a dead horse which we cut up
and ate with hay and bark. We suf
fered mobt for want of water.
and
Finally. w became desperate,
separated into three parties and com
mimical ed with each other by shouts.
Lost night we felt a draught of fresh
air which finally guided us to the
opening."
Tho doctors have forbidden the
survivors to do any mure talking.

Kalserslautern, March 30. A trial Special to Evening Citizen:
for witchcraft which Just came to a
wai.iin.gton, V. C. March 30. 'Dele
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lustrates the depths of Ignorance and pension
a $:;o increase of penelon to William
superstition
In whica large districts Sparks.
Shall Intervene
of southern Germany are still sunk.
Phe conferees of the two houses
A farm laborer named Hlrnier was of congress on the statehood
bill
-- Both Sides Have Apemployed by a woman named Koelbl gotten Into a wrangle over the have
proto look after her horse. Hirmer, posed change of 'capital for Oklahowever, neglected his duties, the homa. No final action has been
t
pealed to Him.
horse became sick, and to excuse taken.
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Official Paper of Bernalillo County
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Afrereooii D'ip'ctM.
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Nn Mexico Orailidoa.
Nflrtr.r Arljr-r- Cirrullt'Ot.

tamtiM Pirn
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OF SUBSCRIPTION:
(n aavanr- flair, by iraN. an.

TERMS
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Waaaly by ruaU. on

Pa)'

ISO

by Carrier, 60c per month

Tws Eymiko Cititsm will b d.IiTrrri In th.
My at taa low rata oi 80 rent, ror weak, or for SO
a ata far month, when paid monthly.

Rites Hade Inowa on Application

Mier-tliln-
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Vimedtatelr rm any n
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Turn Utiun Pvih.ichino Compani.
and etpreaa money order
aaaaka. poatoffle
mat ba mada payable to thr order of the
aampawy.
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Colorado
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NONPARTISAN
TICKET.

PEOPLES'

I";

PARTY

For Mayor,
FRANK McKER
For Ctty Treasurer,
HENRY

E. ROGERS.

Alderman,

First Ward,

I

nu-ma-

OOOOO OOOOWOOOOOOOC't

A

Tdere is As Much

POPULAR

Difference
Hot ween raw anil cooked vegetables as there Is between a.
proscription
coniiionnded any
oh way and one compounded
by us.

We Have Been Com

pounding Prescriptions
a Long

- s

Time -

Here you'll find
what you've been
locking for.

8

B. H. Briggs & Co.

X

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

CITIZENS'
4

TICKET AT SANTA FE

Year

Term,
P. HANLEY.

PARTY!

Term,

A. W. HAYDEN.

oooooCKoptK0O0:-

street.

Typewriting ana stenographic work. Miss Blackall. The
Alvarado.
WANTED
Good men, any number,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South

-

K000000OiCK0OCOOC

Most Anything
Yellow?

Griffin.

"Old Seabury's son has made a hit
Fcr City Clerk A. P. Hill.
For members of tne loard of edu- at Annapolis."
'Yes, a big one. Ten seniors tried
cation and city council respectively,
For Alderman, Third Ward, 4 Year by
to haze him, and he licked them all."
wards:
Term,
Ward No. 1 N. B. Lauglilin and
Attorney General Hadley says he
SAMUEL NEUSTADT.
NIcanor Eaca.
can get along without John D. Rocke
2
Jose Sanchez and feller. He ought to. We've been getting
Ward No.
For Alderman. Fourth Ward,
Pedro Quintana.
along without him for several years.
Term,
Ward No. 3 Jose Segura. and John
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
H. Walker.
No Reflection on Ole, Either.
No. 4 A. C. Ireland and R.
Ole Eirnerson, the hog man, bounc
For Member of trie School Board, First L. Ward
Baca.
Milan,
ed In upon us Thursday.
Term,
Ward,
The coat of arms of New Mexico (Minn.) Standard.
E. L. WASHBURN.
was adopted as. the emblem of the
"There Is one thing to be said about
For Member of School Board, Second party.
this March weather," he began.
Term,
Ward,
interrupted
"Hush, William!"
bis
THOMAS PRIDEMORE
WILLIAM KIEKE.
TAKEN TO ROSWELL. wife. "Remember there are ladies
Sheriff K. S. Woodruff returned on present."
Board, Second
For Member of Seh-Sunday morning, from Juarez, Mexico,
Term,
Ward.
A widow named Muggins in
New
with Tom Prldemore, who Is charged York
OTTO L. RICE.
has sued a Standard Oil man.
with embezzlement and with lieing in
will have the jury's sympathy, no
with Lee Blvins and R. She
For Member of School Board, Third aA. conspiracy
doubt. So would any widow who Mrs.
973 head
to
embezzle
of
Morris
Term,
Ward,
cattle from the El Capitan Land and Huggins.
GEORGE R. CRAIG.
Cattle company, says the Roswell
The Gold Boy.
Record. Ho hopes to give the $4,H0()
(A son has been born to John D.
For Member of School Board, Fourth bond
workwas
required
and
is
that
Rockefeller, Jr., and the richest man
Term,
Ward,
ing to that end today.
In the world is overjoyed. News
O. N. MARRON.
When asked about the case, Mr. Item.)
Prldemore said: "I have nothing to
say at tho present time, as 1 don't
James Whltcomb Riley is building n
TO THE VOTERS
want to try the case in tho newshouse to which he will in
OF ALBUQUERQUE papers. At some later time I will vite famous authors as his guests In
give a full statement.
However, I the summer. This looks like a snub
will say that I am not guilty of any for Indiana's novelists only 27 rooms.
We, the undersigned, candidates wrongdoing."
for mayor and aldermen on the Citi"Scorchly has begun work on a book
ticket, hereby SANTA FE ELKS
zens'
that he thinks will be a great hit."
pledge ourselves to the people of Al"What's it alout?"
ELECT NEW OFFICERS.
buquerque, that In case we shall be
of a
"Tho title is 'Recollections
At a well attended and enthusiastic
propif
offices,
to
the
said
and
elected
meeting of Santa Fe lodge No. 4tiD, Chauffeur.' "
osition to purchase the plant of the B. P. O. Elks, held Wednesday even"Humph an autobiography."
Water Supply company is rejected, at ing, officers were elected for the
"Gentlemen," announced tho presi
,the coming election, we will vote auu
year. The elections were carwork against any extension of the ried out in accordance with the nomi- dent, "our cashier Is $10,ooo behind."
"I can't see it," said one of the difranchise of the Water Supply com- nations made at a previous meeting,
rectors. "It looks to me as though he
pany, unless the same shall be first as follrws:
10,noi ahead nnd we were that
was
submitted to and approved by the
Exalted Ruler Norman L. King.
behind."
electors of Albuquerque, at an elecH. much
Knight
Ltading
It.
Esteemed
tion to be held for that purpose.
Hanna.
'i
he people up in Medicine Hat are
We further pledge ourselves to the
Esteemed Ijoyal Knight Dr. David bragging because it was 30 degrees
people of Albuquerque, and promise Knapp.
wa nier there than in Chicago the
that in ease of our election to said Esteemed Leading Knight A. J. other
day. Oh, very well. But there s
offices, if the proposition to purchase Griffin.
another place where they can brag of
said plant is accepted by the people
C. Hasnelmath.
more than 30 degrees.
at the coming election, we will by Treasurer
Secretary Adolph J. Fischer.
proper ordinances, place the manage"Do you think Carnegie was right
Tyler
Ehle.
Edward
ment and administration of the water
never
when
he said millionaires
Trustee T. P. Gable.
works la the bands of an absolutely
C. laugh ?"
Delegate to Grand Lodge O
committee or commis"Not much. I know he was wrong.
sion, composed of representative busi- Watson.
I
was once a United States district
Alternate J. A. Massie.
ness men and citizens, no more than
al:oinoy and conducted a trust m- belong
the
to
whom
shall
of
three
estigation."
same political party; that said com- FOREST RANGERS
HAVE INSTRUCTIONS
mittee or commission shall bo en"Yon needn't bother about asking
Forest rangers have recently been for a new trial for me,' said the hold- tirely divorced from and placed beyond political influence; and we fur- instructed, under the new regulations, up infix
ther agree that all employes of the to assist in the protection of all stock
"Whv r.ol? 1 can get it sure to
water works, under city management, grazed on ihe forest reserves under get it," declined his lawyer.
of
proper
instructions
permit.
system
Under
these
a
under
be
shall
"Lin not afraid to serve my time.
civil service, to the end lhat tald rangers are required to investigate I'll show you I've got the courage of
property shall have a careful and cattle killed on the range or being my convictions.''
honest management for the best in- driven away, and to report any such
Illegal acts to the proper authorities. Tin junior John D.'s chest swelled
terests of the city and people.
As the people understand, the acout
ceptance or rejection of the prop- REVIEW OF EASTER NUMBER
In true paternal style.
OF KEITHS MAGAZINE. And no attempt the young man made
osition to purchase the water works
The annual double Easier number
smile.
is to be decided by them at the polls
To bide a
next Tuesday, and tho incoming of Keith's Magazine has just been re "1 never saw a finer boy
council has nothing whatever to do (lived. This very handsome number
And say, be hxks like mo!
with passing upon that question.
of lno pages is (lev ted to country lie has my nose and has my eyes!"
FRANK McKKE,
homes and summer bungalows. It is
in joy cried young John I).
Candidate for Mayor.
profusely illustrated with some of tlu He felt the baby's little head,
P. HANLEY,
etioiei st examples of country homes
So soft and smooth and bare.
First and summer cottages, with many In
for
Alderman
cried junior
Candidate
"()li. rapture mine!"
Ward.
lerior views and illustrated articles
John.
A. W. HAYDE..
on decora; int and furnishing homes
"lie has his grandad's hair!"
First
Alderman,
for
Candidate
The principal contributors are I'na
"One thinir that I don't like about
Ward.
Nixon Hopkins, on the "Explamti i n
GEORGE P. LEARNARD,
of the Bungalow Cra:'.c:" a building ex' a boarding house is that tho landlady
Alderman, Second perience b.v John 1'. Shirley, ' How I follows the same menu week after
for
Candidate
re
Ward.
Iliiilt a Seaside Home;" a description week, and you can tell what you
,, have anv day, even a year
SAM'I, NEl'STADT,
of "Low Cost Bungaof a iMiuht-f.jr
Third lows;'' "The Evolution of a Country alidad."
Alderman.
Candidate
That's riL'ht it's the same way at
Ward.
House," by N. Saunders .Mann: and
w
JOHN S. HEAVEN,
Embroid- in v hoarding house. The only day
SiiL'n.estions in II
don't know what we're going to have
Alderman, Fourth i r) , (i.v r.M'aiMN j. k minimis. im-ifor
Candidate
On that day we always
Ward.
com- is Thursday.
are over litteen lion-e- s
wiiu
plete (I. script ions and floor plans get hash."
shown.
These designs for the home
FAITHFUL UNTO OEATII
'T wish you wouid read my latest
liiiildi-are by leading architects and po( 111." pi ailed the ambitious young
a:e representative of some of the best 111:1:1.
DOG THAT GUARDED THE STORE tab nt.
"What's it about?" asked the cold.
OF M. M. SALAZAR DIES, WHILE
Subscript Ion price. $1 iio. Published cold editoi.
GUARDING THE INTERESTS OF t Max L. Keiih, Minneapolis, Minn.
"It's title is. Thoughts on Spring.'"
HIS MASTER FROM BURGLARS.
"Is it one of those wishy-washThings Doing in HiHsboro.
meaningless things, or something
l,ate last Saturday niht burglars,
Seen at a glance up t lie street: A away over the average reader's bead.
with A key, were entering the mercan- mill; wagon
on Second street, or is it something that everybody
tile store of M. M. Saluzar by the front ir trout d thestuck
tower: a dog bit can understand and appreciate?"
door, says the Springer Stockman. It a boy while the water
lad was passing down
"It's something everybody can unbad been found out during the day be- the bain-tie- ;
man under the inllu-enc- e derstand and appreciate," i plied the
fore that some store was to be burg
vainly trying to mount a bicycle;
man, his holies rising.
larized that, night, so the proprietor, fellow from Middletowu kicking about younir
"Then
can't possibly use it.
with tho faithful watch dog that bad his taxes: man showing a gold watch
wouldn't print such coarse language
year,
a
for
More
guarding
the
len
that be had Just won ill a
11:
paper."
ai
remained Inside in tho darkness. The raffle and the watch was a good
iloor was quietly opened with a key one; irate citizen shaking his list at a
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ami the dog tprung at the burglar man in a wagon who came near runand was caught In the half open door. ning into the pedestrian; four teams
The fellow made hi escape and the waiting to water horses at the public
ARCHITECTS.
run- trough and who says
dog shortly pawed the door oix-uHillsboro is a
F. W. Spencer aod V. O. Walling
ning down the street, and tho first "dead oih '! " Hillsboro (Ore.) Argus.
ford, rooms 4C 47. Barnett building
man he tsaw he tackled, chewing him
Try a Citizen want ad.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phonea.
un nnd almobt tearing his clothes
Non-Partis- an

non-partis- an

"ten-poun-

.list-hol-

l

I

y,

,

t

Make your want
known througn
these column.

15c.

Montezuma Trust Co.

1

WANTED Salesman in country general merchandise store. One who
can speak Spanish preferred. Only
willing hustlers need apply. AdIn own handdress application
Adwriting, including references.
dress Merchandise, care of Citizen.
MALE HELP WANTED.
MEN WANTED Wages paid while
learning the barber trade; situaspecial
rate.
tions guaranteed;
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
Cal.
WANTED Men in eacn state to
travel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
WANTED Good men, any number,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Good barn, 311
Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Rooms for hoUseKeep- ing; large and airy; well ventilated;
well furnished; rent reasonable. 524
West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Brick house, with bath
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
Gunsul.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, and
rooms for light housekeeping; 611
South Third street.
FOR RENT Three, four and five
room houses, modern. W. H. Mc
Million, real estate broker, 211 West
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE.
Blue And- FOR SALE
606
aluBian eggs, $1, per setting.
Went Silver avenue.
FOR SALE AM lots in Coronada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 SoutJj
Broadway.
SELL, KENT OR TRADE L,iBt your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE A drug store in good lit
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE a good business for city property. T. L. McSpadden, :M0 South Broadway.
&
FOR SALE Cheap, Fairoanks
power gasoline enMorse
gine, su'table for small pumping
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
horse;
FOR SALE Young driving
gentle, kind: also saddle pony. Ap
ply to J. R. White, 614 South BroadFull-bloo-

d

way.
KUii SALE A nauusome
Harduiau
piano, in fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For particulars, call nt this office.
FOR SALE $L'5,000 rancti at a bargain; will take small property In

$100,000

Capital and Surplus

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low an $10.00 and as high
"g $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Time:
One
aud strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods reyour
possession.
rate
Our
main in
are reasonable. Call and see us beborrowing.
fore
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts ot the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
oli West Railroad Ale.
PRIVATE OFFICES.

4- -

Open

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Evening.

HOW WILL YOU VOTE

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

7

Here's the Tlckft.
FOR

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

HOMh

A

No. 310, South Edith, 6 rooms, modern, new. Lot 50x142; tewer, trees,
etc. $2,700. Easy terms, if you can't
pay cash.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

TOPEKA

8ANTA FE

&

RY.

PORTERFIELD & CO.
110 West Gold Avenue.
Notarial

work

and

PROFESSIONAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

cdnveyanclng.
CARDS

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DENTISTS.
Officer! and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNQY
FRANK McKEE
....
R. A. FROST
H. P. RAYNOLDS

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Office
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mall.
West
PHYSICIANS.

First street.

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

On

First street.

0XK00XiCr060000S
Russians elected a dog as their rep-

1

CHARGE,

WANTED

m

V

MINIMUM

WANTED.

ol

I

word, each In.
tertlon.

MARCH 30, 1906.

I

COLUMNS

pr

eeit

WANTED Camp cook for ranch.
Address H, Citizen office.
gill for general
vvANIfcD
Good
2n!
Second
North
housework.

nt.-eet-

For Alderman. Second Ward,
Term,
GEORGE P. LEARNARD.

One

Immediately to fill hundreds of
and saleinaii poM-froSt. out) to tn.UOO a yenr. It yu
ade man write for looklet and etnte
l(kind oi poMllon yuu dcire. Othces in I'--i cIUcm
ffMpgoods ' (Ino.), Brain Broktrt
oit Chemical Building, 3t. Lou I J ay

The ptople of Santa Fe, irrespeet-party- ,
For a man who had to go to Europe
met In convention Wed for his health, "Judge" Hamilton has
Ive of
nesday night at the court house In a fine memory.
thait city, and nominated the following citizens' ticket:
A life Insurance president has been
For Mayor Thomas B. Catron.
no, not. in New York; In
For City Treasurer William E. Parkersburg, W. Va.

For Alderman, First Ward,

WANT

hS&sZd

vj

in the douma.

1

It'0"' ryt"

0 FIRST ST. AND GOLD AVE.?
Both Phones.
9

resentative

J

,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Citizen Ids Will Reach Thorn
k
fE0cutiv)rpo)ciD' Money Co Loan

1UI) l.U.NU JUSt IOHK
NUl
enough to know how to pre
pare them accurately.

GOO

FRIDA

Tlic Citizen's Classified Colnmns Promote Business

X

I

CITIZEN.

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

i

For City Clerk.
HARRY F. LEE.
For

from his body. Hp was not the mm
who attempted 1o ruler the store, but
Is said to bo a citizen of Roy, wh
was up here on a visit. Officer Hrovn,
who was around, came upon t rt. scene,
shot at. the dog. wounding btin, nnd
The next,
bo fled In' the darkness.
morning tho dog was found badly
wounded and 1tio poor fellow who
stmt. Tliero Is snld to bo no cluo to
the h'.er.til.v of the burglar or burglars.
Even Human the Lading net or In
the dnuna of last Saturday nluht was
a do4. there is a sad side to thlsoiso
nnd one that appeals to the sympathy of cvci-- lover or the truo animal.'
It Is true that for the safety of the'
eonimnni'v this dog had to be killed.;
He had been faithful to the last, faim-fill even until death. - the confidence
Imposed in him. Ho died at bis pout,
of duty, died In protecting his master's poods, fltid In doing so once
again proved to tho world the true
Instinct, of his kind, the true friend-- '
ship of a dog. In this case the more
flowery writer than the editor of f!ie
avera.ee weekly publication, coul- bring cut a sentiment, could produce.
a lesson or friendship and oravery
unlike any during the advent of man..
Such an animal Is far worth several,
times his weight In gob!, and his ownEvidently, his last.
era realize it.
thought was of danger, and oniy
that came to him as he lay mortally
wounded, unable to reach his post
again.
Even though a dog, what
grander lesson than this one? rxo
will or can prove a truer friend
than vour dog. You may cuff him,
kick him and almost kill him, yet
wit h w hat strenglh he has left he will
fight for his master while life lasts.
This dog on his last day proved tub
worth, and It is regretted that he had
to be killed. He deserves a monu& l
.
ment.

EVENING

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each clay
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
6--

High-Frequen- cy

I

-

$500,0000
.r. ...... $25000O.U

Santa Fe Railway Company

The State National Bank
of Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 313
West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Practice

$100,000 00
17,000 00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
I
A
C- A . M r O A Ii A r
Ai 1 M ftA A fcl
ili s
i. it
inihnni ni ai C j
tiiimMi ri Liri o ri nnuiiU)
JAY A., HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

O. N. MARRON,

p. rr

d rsT w7"h7"&"jT d7n u s b au m
Physicians and Surgeons,
Office over Hlckox & Maynard's Jewelry Store. Second street.
NURSE.

--

I

--

B.
ys

a

X

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

Mr. M. R. Wharram,

31, Barnett building.
Auto
phene, 613; Colo., 165 B. Hours, 9
to 12 and 7 to 10. Massage, hydro-therepand other Battle Creek methy

0
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"OLD RBLIABLE"
L.

115.

A. BORDERS,

C
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ESTABLISHED
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PUTNEY

WH O L ESAL E

Black

Bernard S. Rodey.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and befoie the United State
exchansc. Write, wire, phone or land office.
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 303
Ira M. Bond.
South Broadway.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
FOlt SALE OR EXCHANGE For N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
effy or ranch property, a new furn- lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
ished rooming house. Best location letter patents, trade marks, claims.
In tho city. Address F. J., this ofR. W. U. Bryan.
fice.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlhuquer
FOR SALE A good general merchan quo, N. M. Office, First National
dise and grocery business, with meat Bank building.
market included, and buildings for
E. W. Dobson.
rent.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
North Broadway.
FOR SALIC Black Monorca and Bar well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatch
LAND MATTERS.
lug; 75 reiiig per netting. Ed.
H. W. S. Otero,
Albuquerque, N. M.
United States Court Commissioner,
double-ba- r
Foil-- S A . K
sl'Stgun; bran new 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
roled,
never has been used; one of th to matters before the land office
ACCOUNTANT.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
ACCOUNTING
Books audEXPERT
FOR SALE (jR TRADE 2 rooming
ited, statements prepared, Improved
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
systems Installed. Twenty years'
Broadwav.
guaranexperience.
Satisfaction
inyou
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are
George H. Browne, 110 South
teed.
I have some
terested in mines?
Second street. Albuquerque. N. M.
said to be good deals. Talk with
me, T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. BroadBEAUTY CULTURE.
way.
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
S. l.T: irst-class
FOR
restaurant
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
and Inn "h room opposite depot, for
Late of New Y'ork city. The lates
sale che;ip. idling a good business; scientific
appliance and up to date
good r. - in for selling. Address,
methods fo- - treating the hair, face
It. I). ('i'Ut-office.
and scalp. Complexion steaming aad
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
water
lng.
automatic
Electrolytic
TO EXCHANGE
I have some ranches
to trade fur city property. T. L. massage, 613 West Gold avenue.
Auto phone 279.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
McSPADPEs' The exchange man.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
See him for business exchanges.
""
Trios. K. D. Maddison,
S.urh Tiroadway.
IO KXCil. NGE I have property it Office with W. B. Childers, 117
Gold avenue
Illinois.
.wa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado ar.j Arizona to trade for
CONfRATtOR AND B UILDEK.
Alhuqu. po property.
Talk wlta
A. L. Morgan,
me. T, I.. McSpadden, 300 South
1)1 Hill A .O
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
LOST.
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicLOST S;;"rj, lJ.u k ! at her bi,, eon ited. Automatic phone. 724; shop at
tainh:,.
Return to Citi- 911 North Second street, Albuquer
watchzen oi! i, and receive reward.
que, N. M.
" EXPERT CHEFATTHE WHITE
CIVIL ENGINEER.
ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER.
CHANTS' LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30
J. R. Farwell,
DAILY.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo Building.

(
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GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocerle
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE. N.

M.

OtC

p

ODD FELLOWS?

Perhaps, yes. We may be a little
out of the common run of qomic paper
plumbers, in that we do work promptly, faultlessly and don't run up our
bills into extortionate figures. Otherwise, we're just common, ordinary,
everyday plumbers, who like to treat
their customers "on the level." We
carry a large and fine line of gardea
hose.

eif

Standard Heating
Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

.1.

C.

&. Plumbing
Co.
Colo., Red 284; Auto-

BAX.DRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
BUILDING
PAPER
Alws1
covers more, iooks Dest, wears
longest, most economical, full stock. Plaster, Lime, Cemeat.
measure.
Paint, Glass, Eatn Doors, ete.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

a-

n

Tt

Q
Q

00XDX0X30X3XCK0XX3000000

ods.

City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse. $5.
LAWYERS.

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

cczicr

DR. R. L. MUST,

UNDERTAKER.
Auto 'phone 316.
Colo. Red

&

..-

.,.,.

,j

V. S. DEPOSITORY.

A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.

Room

.,

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FRIDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE

MARCH 30, 1906.

CAST IRON

NEW PICTURES AND FRESH NEWS
I

CORRESPONDENT
EVENING

CITIZEN

THE

Or
A

WEtK

ON

THE
SAYS THAT
ISTHMUS,
THERE ARE THINGS DOING ON
THE CANAL STRIP AMERICANS
HOS-- '
HAVE BUILT
PITALS, CLEANED UP TOWNS,
AND BEST OF ALL, BIG OPERA-TIONARE IN PROGRESS ON
THE DITCH ITSELF.

i

A

erojrstioir s906jk.
DRILL

OAXC.

CULEBRA CUT.
SOLID ROCK.

wood c cwiKHrooJ

AT WORK AMONG THE ROCKS AT EMPIRE IN THE
AT THIS POINT THE CANAIi
IS CUT THROUGH

canyons. After everything has
been removed down to the lowest
point the track Is taken up in that
particular place.
They are now In about five miles
from the starting point of the cut, and
ten miles more remains to be done.
The point where the men are now at
work is called Empire. There are
500 houses and the greater part of the
officers and offices are located there.
It Is high up on the mountain side and
the climate is most excellent.
Another lmKirtant place is Las
Cascades. It was originally a French
place and was in bad shape. The
buildings have now all been repaired,
and everything is in sanitary shape.
From there on to Colon there are several points of residence, such as Has
(Viispo, MaDachin. Gorgona, Maniei,
San Pablo and Tabernilla.

tl

Into

is believed here that the fiat portions of the canal line will be cut by
contract. As only dirt lit a certain
deptli is to be removed, it is an easy

matter to estimate the cost.

Climate and Workers.
There has been a lot said about the
climate.. The fact is that the climate
acts on a man according to the condition he is in physically. It is not a
health resort, but I saw a whole lot of
Americans who looked fine, said they
felt fine and who will tell you that
there are plenty of spots right in the
United States that are more unhealthy.
The workmen are of all sorts and
conditions. They are mostly from Jamaica, Colombia. Martinique and St.
Lucia.
The last named places are
French and that's why you hear a
good deal of French here.

LOOKS,
OF HIM
ES-FO-

With a continuation of the alarming reports concerning the illness of John V. and
Win. Rockefeller and the apparent
breaking down of H. II. Rogers, the:
importance In the trust world of Wm.
G. Rockefeller looms up and overshadows every figure of today in the
financial kingdom.
For five years this young man has
been training to fill the highest office
in the greatest of all corporation, and
already he is
His examination on the witness stand in the
Missouri oil investigation afforded an
excellent opportunity
for measurement by a student of character.
A huary old man Is be in the tricks
and devices of the trade of millionaires, f.ud, while in serious study, a
guess at his age would be about 45.
He was born in 1S73. Youth, however, like murder, will out. The
young spiiit of Wm. G. Rockefeller
finds vent, at times when Standard
Oil interests are not his master and
he is off guard, as it were, around a
mouth which is naturally disposed to
curve up at the ends.
It is plain that he has a sense of
humor, that he prefers to smile. Rockefeller has a deep bass voice which is
adorned by a resonant ring, musical
and pleasing to the ear. There are
notes in it not at all unlike the sound
of a 'cello's G string. He Is a muscular fellow, all of six feet. He might
!rtss as he does, barring the heavy
diamond on his left hand and the big
crystal pin in his red tie, on a salary
of $L'5 a week and with hall bedroom
quarters. He doesn't go in for finery,
looking as tf bis model were II. H.
Rogers, who in his quiet way is a
type of neatness, without tile or fancy

"
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WM. O. ROCKEFELLER, DRAWN' FROM LIfE ESPIOCIAI LY FOR THE
)
EVENING CITIZEN. AND SKETCHES OF Hl.M AT THE
OIL HEARING.
.

MI.SSOURI-HTANDARI-

mainly confined to the back of bis
keen-eyenathead. Quick-witteurally unobtrusive, pleasantly digniking, and smiling when
fied .good-lo- r
be has a chance to, the young prime
of Standard ttil appears very unlike
John 1)., to whom he reverently ret
fers as "njy uncle," and very much
like Win. Rockefeller his father.
At tlie conclusion of the greullitm
strain on the witness stand and his
second public appearance, lie stepped
d,

i

Wtih bis long neck young Rock"- r
a very high collar with
wide wings.
His eyes are dark and
inns-achd
his st.ililiy,
has u cast of red in it. His hair is
i

brokerage

8.

LARGER

MAINS

AND

s

elkse-,croppe-

,

'

forward and putting bis hand on Attorney Hadley's shoulder said, "Well,
you let me down ea:-yold man," and
the two young fellows laughed
,

y.

He Is live assistant treasurer of the
Standard Oil company of New Jersey,
and lias been for five years. He mar
ried Elsie Stillman, a daughter of th
ago. They
famous banker, ten
live a quiet life in this city, and are
litle hoard of in soe'ety.

TO
EVERYBODY

Saturday, March 31st
We announced a couple of months ago that we would make an Important change in our Clothing Department, and wish to state that
this change has been made. It consists of the introduction to tho
good dressers of this city of one of the best, if not the very best.
une ot gooas in tne united States, made by

&

HART, SCHAFFNER

MARX

Ask any one, who is a judge of clothes, to name the best makes
of clothing, and this line will always be mentioned as one of the
very best in the land and, best of all, it is not a very high-pricline. We are showing some elegant Suits at $20.00, worth $35
in any tailor shop. We are particularly anxious to show our lines
of new goods to the ladies, and will make this the
ed

"Well," he replied, "I have not had
very much experience, with that make
of pipe, as I nave never allowed myself to enter into negotiations for the
purchase of a plant that used such an
INFERIOR PIPE. In my opinion, and
it. Is based
on undlsputable facts,
there is no pipe made for water system purposes s good as the cast
Iron pipe. You never find kalamein
pipe in a large city, nor any other
kind except the cast Ircn pipe."
When asked if he thought six Inch
mains adequate, for a city of 10,000
people, he replied that ho did not, and
when asked what the result was when
a city outgrew its water svstem, replied:
"WHEN A CITY HAS SO ENLARGED
THAT ITS
PRESENT
WATER SYSTEM IS INADEQUATE,
THERE IS BUT ONE THING TO DO.
REPLACE THE
SMALL
MAINS
WITH

SOUVENIRS

order to give the people of this city an opportunity to inspect our new lines of clothing
and furnishings, we will make an exhibition
of the new styles on

FACTS

LADIES' DA.Y
We also wish to call special at ten-- '
tlon to our Boys' and Young Mens
Suits. It has heretofore been difficult
to obtain a good assortment of suits
for boys from 15 to 18 years and young
men from 18 to 20. There has been
a scarcity in these lines, and we have
put in an exceptionally good assortment of these, which we are now anxious to show you.

IN-

CREASED FACILITIES."
"What is the relative expense of
doing this, Mr. Delamatcr, compared,
to the original cost of putting up the
plant?"
"The expense of taking un the old
mains and pipes, and replacing them
witn new and larger mains, is usually as great as the first expense,
and sometimes greater, owing to the
increased cost of the larger pipes
to bo substituted, and while you can
sometimes make use of your old
pipes that you dig up, it is very seldom that they are fit to use If they
have been in the ground twenty-fiv- e
years.
"The alkali and sulphuric acid
found in the waters of this part of
the country also work to the detriment of the pipes. After a pipe has
been in the g.iound for some time, on
digging it up you will usually find
that the alkali has formed a deposit
In the pipe, of more or less thickI
ness.
have seen cases where a
four-Incpipe was reduced to one
inch In the inner diameter by thlt
deposit. Wherever you find alkail in
tlie water you will find these deposits in the pipe, tlie thickness of it
varying with the amount of alkali.
Sulphuric acid will in time eat
through almost any kind of a pipe,
iind if there is very much of it in
the water here, and there usually is
more or less in the waters of this
western country, you will find that
pitts have been made in the pipes at
alarming intervals; some as largo as
your thumb and eaten clear through.
This, of course, causes loss of water
by leakage."
Speaking of the water situation
here, Mr. Delamater said:
"I would not attempt to form an
opinion of the local conditions without first making a thorough investigation, hut from what I have seen
and heard, I believe that it Is but a
matter of a few years until Alsuquer-qu- e
will have outgrown entirely its
present water system. It appears to
me to have been built for a city of
about 5,000 people. A plant should
always be built with a view to future use and conditions und not for
the present, for for a city to outgrow
its water system means virtually, the
putting in of an entirely new system,
which, as I said before, as u general
rule, costs as much, if not more, than
the original cost of such a plant
would be, as there are more details
to be looked after in the replacing
of an inadequate system than there
is in building a new system."
Mr. Delamater left last night
for
bis ranch near Deming. purchased for
experimental farming panoses.
h
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CHARACTER SKETCH OF YOUNG
ROCKEFELLER;
G.
WILLIAM
WITH

TO

has been Interested In water systems
for the past flftoen years, having with
his business partner, owned and op
erated several different plants. Spink
ing of water systems in general, Mr.
Dilaina cr said:
"The purchase of a water plant by
a municipality is always a ticklish
proposition. No matter what the price
of a plant Is, a city doesn't want it
unless it is a paying proposition, or
unless snmuhing Is to lie gained by
put chasing it. Take the his.ory of
the j.uuhaseis of private water systems by a municipality, and you will
find l.i.U the city always pays more
for the plant than It is actually worth,
even figuring the franchise to be worth
a liberal amount. This statement is
easily verified, and it is a matter of
public record."
"What has been your experience
with kalameln pipes, Mr. Delama-tor?was the first question asked

THE STANDARD OIL THRONE
AND

as Souvenirs

Ivlntnater, of
Pittsburg, Pa., was In the city yesterday at the Alvarado. Mr. Pelaniatcr

THE SOON - TO - BE KING ON

ACTS

INTERESTING

J. S. Pelaniatcr.
firm of G. W. and

y

HE

POTTED PLANTS

Says Gentleman With Ten
Years Experience With
Water Systems.
S3ME VERY

Panama City (Isthmus of Panama).
March CO. It may have taken Poult-neHigelow only twenty-fou- r
hours to
seo all he wanted on the canal etrip,
but I have been here a week and 1
am still running across new things
that the Americans are doing.
Host of all there Is real work, big
work, going on In the ditch itself.
The canal route starts at Iahoca,
three miles from the heart of Panama
City. This Is comparatively a level
spot, and the way continues level on
to the next town, Corozal, a place of
65 houses, all In first class condition
so far as comfort and sanitation are
concerned.
The next town on the
canal line Is Mira Elores, a place of
fifty houses, built during the French
regime. Here is a large hospital for
the Insane, and, like all others, is
thoroughly up to date. It is a very
clean, healthy town and a very busy
one.
Culebra Cut Begins.
Tlie next town is Pedro MlRiial, a
most Important plncg. Forty new
houses have been built there this last
winter and all the old ones repaired.
It Is at this place that the great Culebra cut commences, and from this
starting point the cr.nal goes through
the hills and mountains for a distance
no less than fifteen miles. This is the
place where the difficult engineering
and costly work is to be done.
Already this cut Is far advanced and
the work Is going through very rapidly. It, is here that the largest force of
men Is concentrated. At a place called
Paraiso the canal passes under the
railroad. The cut commences at 90
feet in .its lowest places and rises to
450 feet.
Here at Culebra there are twenty-tw- o
steam shovels at work continually
and they are taking out enormous
quantities of earth.
Taking Away Debris.
There are two lines of railroad
track on the bottom and eight more
on the terraces to take the dirt and
stone away. These tracks are laid
one above the other, and in all they
are 12u miles in length. The debris
Is taken away by the curs and dumped
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EVENING

THE RAILROAD
AVENUE

..CLOTHIER..

(Small Holding Claim. No. 2072.)
Department of the Interior, . United
States Iand Office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
March 8, 190G.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to mnke final
proof in support of his claim, tinder
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891, (20 Stats., 834), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893. (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
bo made before the
United States
commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on April 17, 1900, viz., Etnllio Sanchez,
for the small holding claim No. 2072.
in sections 24 and
25,
township 7
north, range 2 cast.
He names tlie following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaea, of Per-altN. M.; Edward F. Otero, of
N. M.; Fernlnlo Perea, of
1'eralta, N. M and Manuel Aldcrete,
of Peraba. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
rf the interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the aliove
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.
cross-examin-

NOTICE

FOR

NotAsk

'

..CLOTHIER..

FTlUMNfll
...SUNT
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vi nil wan

SATURDAY, MARCH 31

Westbound.

MATINEE AT 2:30 P. M.
'
NIGHT AT 8:45 P. M. ' .
Engagement
of the Distinguished
Actor,

Stations.

No. 425.

MR. CHARLES B. HANFORD

Pueblo

11:05
9:40
7:00
1:26

Eastbound.
No. 426.

3:00am
4:35am

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

p m
p in

7 : 30 a m
pm
12:51 pm
Espanola
p m
11:00 am Lv Santa Ee Ar. 3:30 p m
3:00 p m
Barranca
11:36 p tn
4:02 p ni
10:29 p m
Servllleta
4:32 p m
10:00p m
Tres Piedras
0:45 p m
8:10 p m
Antonito
8:30 p m
6:40 a m
Alamosa
2:11 pm
12:26pm
Embudo

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner,
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito, for Durango, Silvertoi
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip In daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
(JORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creeda branch.
a. 15. BARNEY, Traveling Freight
:ind Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. Q. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

(Small Holding Claim No. 648.)
Department of tlie Interior, United
Siates Land Office, Santa Ke, N. M.,

AVENUE

Elks' Opera House

Effective December J 0,1 905

PUBLICATION.

THE RAILROAO

D.oR.Oystem
1

e

to Buy

You

Wo afe not advertising this event,
expecting to make large sales next
Saturday. It matters not If we don't
sell a dollar's worth. But we would
like to show our stock to every man
and woman In Albuquerque, and know
ithey would all be agreeably surprised
to see bucIi a lino as we carry.

SIMON STER N

FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

We Will

Accompanied by

MISS MARIE DROFNAH
In Two Superb

Productions.

Tlie Merchant ot Venice
At the Matinee,
AND

The Taming of the Shrew
At Night.
Each play presented with every attention to detail.
Prices

$1.50, $1 and 75c

NOTE Preceding the performance
"Tho Taming of the Shrew," Mr. Han-for- d
will present the one act Napoleonic play "THE OLD GUARD."
Seats on sale at Matson's, Wednesday,
March 28, at 9 o'clock.

ELKS' THEATRE

TUESDAY

(In effect November II, 1905.)
Eastbound.
Express, arrives 7:5i
that the follo- No.a. 2,iii.,Atlantic
departs 8:2a a. m.
wing-named
claimant has filed no- No. 4, Chicago
Limited, arrives 11:5J
tice of his intention to make finn!
p. m., departs 12:0a a. m.
proof In support of his claim under
8, Chicago &.
Kansas City Ei
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of No.press,
arrives 6:45 p. m-- , departa HOLDEN BROS.' LATEST SUCCESS
as
March S, 1891 (2G Slats.. 831),
p. m.
a cenc to try amended by the net of February 21, No.7:4510, Chicago Fast Mall, arrlve
It will no; cost y
The Marvelous Scenic
Ston a' !i .ami
Chamberlain's
Liver 1X93 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
6:50 a. m., departa 7:30 a. m.
Tablets, and tliey
excellent for proof will he made before tho U. S.
Westbound.
Albuquerque,
tumacli troubles
:il cmiaiiput Ion. Court Commissioner at
Pilar No.p. 1, California Express, arrives 7:3"
He 1 a free sample a any drus store N. M., on April 14, lf'iO, viz:
Will
m., departs 8:15 p. in.
VM1, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25, T. 7 N.,
Sec. 30, T. 7 N'., R. 3 No. 3, California Limited, arrivek
Mrs. Bambini,
parlors, No. It. 2 E and In 2.j
One of the Novelties of the Season.
und 26, ''. 7 V, R. 11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
West Railroad avenue, Is pre '.'I.'.,1'.,lut 2. Sees. A In
lot 3, in Sec. 35, No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
and Tract
pared to give timr
scalp treat
arrives 10:43 p. in., departs 11:5a
E., and Tract IS. lot 3,
treat corns, T. 7 N T.it- 72 N.,
ONE LONG LAUGH.
ni' nt, do hair dr
R. 2 E., and Sec. 2, No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m
bunions and in; i 'ing nails. She Sec.6
Southbound.
2 E.
R.
T.
DON'T
FAIL
N..
TO SEE
Kives mat:sae trea' a it and manlcur-A'tlie following witnesses No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
Shipwreck Scene.
Great
The
Iur. Mrs. Hiimbii'"
preparation to liepiv,'names
p. m.
continuous adverse
The Fight to the Death in the Storm.
.
of complexion c:
builds up the pos-- i s' doninsofactual
said tract for twenty Local freight train, No. 99, southWhat Women Will do for Love and
.
skin and im:i:i
:ho complexion, years
bound, departs at 5 a. m., and carnext preceding the survey of
Revenge.
I' to be injur:and is guar:'!.- ries passengers.
township, viz:
The Ship Turned Upside Down.
a hair tonic
oils. She a'Arrives From South.
lis
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque. I
The Live Saving Station.
that cures :::.;1 pr.
's dandruff and .'. M : Sisto Ilaco y Baca, of Albu- No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
nair falling out
a. m.
':es lit',, to dea l querque, N. M ; Mariano Vigil, of
A PICKED CAST OK CAPABLE PEOremoves nin!
warts and su-N. M.i Placido Salav.ar y No. 10 makes all local stops east o!
peTliuous hair. Ai- luce, powder, a' dtero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque.
PLE IN" THIS GREAT PLAY.
freckle cure and ;
fure and pile
Any person who desires to pro-- t, No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
cure. All or t!i.
7
I'eparatkns are1 i
the allowance of said No. runs direct to San Francisco.
We absolutely guarantee to give you
purely vegetable
pounds.
Have pinef, or who knows of any mibstan-t;a- : No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and something entirely new aud
away
...... nun
Just added a
San Francisco.
un
::s'ui under the laws and
fr un all others.
Seats on kale at
f seal !. e ''. arm cure of
irc.vrnent
Department All trains dally.
of tlie Interior
Ma; son s.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
wrinkles. It is al- - Med for rheuma-;ie- .
proof
not be allowed
sui-:tiMii, pains and iii;i-an opportunity at the
v. ill be given
Torture by Savages.
time and place to
35c, 50e and 75c
"Speaking of the torture to which Prices.
a initio the witnesses of said
Doctors Art Puzzled.
savage
some
Philof
the
tribes
in
the
The remarkable
,4,Ty of Kenneth cl,ii".an:. and to offer evidence in ippines subject their captives, reminds
Mi Ivt r of Vanci h,
li'i'i.ii of 'hat submitted by claim- uio of the intense suffering 1
Me., is the sub
WILLING HELPERS.
endured
4
Jec; of much in'.
,f the mellca'. ant.
for three months from Inflammation
What's the use of a helper. If
R.
MANUEL
OTERO.
'
ircle
of friends
and a
be isu t willing? Wil'tn,.no,.J u
of the kidneys," says W. M. Slier-maRegister.
i 'wing
He says of his can
to severe
an ample mantle which will al- - '
of Ciihhing, Me. "Nothing helped
inflammation of
throat and c mme until I tried Electric Bitters, three
most cover ull the s!us or serv- - '
COMING
EVENTS
gestion of the 1.'
three doctors
Hut a classified adverjse- - V
ice.
bottles of which completely cured me.'
gave me up to d'.
as
a
'ii.
last re
(.'.ires liver complaint, dyspepsia. bl.jd A nient in Tlie Kvnln Cltien la a r
I
was
iinl,!.
Dr. King's
HanforJ Coin- disorders and malaria; and restores
M.i
;'r',
willing helper that is not only
New Discovery a:.
m happy to say,
earian plays.
,;ni) .i.
he we ak and nervous to robust health
ausoiuteiy competent, put also Is
it saved my 'lite." I' n'es the wor.-j- '
::
'
Ci'y eieci ion.
A;,-a wilting worker. It works all
price
fiuaranteed by all druggisis.
coughs and cold-- ,
nchitis,
A n
l' i ' r
50c.
the time fur you. It Is the best
f
'Is. weak Iunus, '..
y,
!
W'alM- Scott,
the Death
and la
and most economical publicity la C
' a!I
grippe. Cuarani'
M :. r, at tiie Ellis' opera Iioiihc.
drug stores V.il..
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen
C
the world.
tUc and Jl.uu. ' r.:i ' Ule fre(J
i
11,5 of the Caaiuo.
M.t'v 1,
The
and n'-- l tl:e news.
tiM
i V (1
Alarch 5, 1906.
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shipments to El la.so ar- the rub-- .
The mine has a pr due: Ion of
i!
SHOWS UP WELL iini) in silver to its credit
in
dosed on count of the
the white nu?;al.
INFTiECUENT RICH STRIKES
The liri-s- n: workings are loo feet
CREASE THE VALUE OF THE lielow the o!d workings and Hie tnn-n- i
in the mine is now ;i7"j feet in
PROPERTY.
N'UKth.
The company is doitu' more
r,l i' mil's of the promising sh:w-:r.- development work and blocking out
a: present,
i!ut is l.ein.i nude by the I'a'.oinas ore bodies in the tunnel
is nnt endeav rin t j make heavy
Chief Mii'.ic in Sierra county, New.1. and
MiipiiM nts.
of
nianasenir-nMi.iio. un.ler I
The properly is o
C l'U a..-.- ! li Afflicted With Rheumatism.
and HMn purties, and
ty
"I wa and am yet nffiic ed with
is known as ttu- I'al.mias Chi. f .Minrheumatism." tays Mr. J. C. Hayne,
ing c .:;: :':i
tnu- -i ot sma.l editor of the Herald, Addiimton. Inf ri.-Ii'scovc.ies
IK-from
whi.-in lian Territory, "but thanks to
bouUo ol .
Pain Balm am aM
once
$'J'i'i !o i he ton, have been n.i.e rea.'e increasing in more to attend to business. It is the
n' ly, ,:i
The ore is ben of liniments." If troubled with1
:
ri li
:v. ' fr- .pu'iicy.
give Pain Balm a trial
li y n.iui to K;n;!e. a distancf rheuma ism
of h':xtv n'n.es. ami tnun there to the and yon are certain to be more than
tiinelieiB, via the Santa. Ke leased with the prompt relief it af
El 1J4S:
fords.
One application relieves the
rallioad. A hour a do, n nieu ar(.
pain. For suie by all druggists.
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CITIZEN.

EVENING

Into buying tho company mil. What la it? Can the
WARreason lo found in the desire of the owners of tho Jour- VALIANT YOUNG
nal lo inuUe the $ sr.(i' Kinds pood, ro t.hnl they enn
RIOR GETS BERTH
Published Dally tad Weekly
realize ilielr f;ico value Immediately?
AT WEST POINT
By The Citizen Publishing Company
The rennrkahle article In the morning paper, urg-Ini- ?
W. T. McCREIGHT
the people to buy the water plant, Is a curious comW. 8. STRICKLER
Business Manager
bination of mat hemni leal Juggling. In Its urging upon
President
of the water plant, It Rttys
Iho community the purchai-1 1
IT IS REPORTED. IN CERTAIN SECTIONS OF that there Is no reason why tin? city's bonded indebtedindefinitely.
be
Hot
,,.t
ness
us
carried
should
see.
WILL
COMPANY
THE CITY, THAT WATER SUPPLY
W. VI.
I
Tl
ri
The bond Issue of $3'i(i,ttoii nt 4.,' per Cent will require
RAISE THE WATER RATE IF THE BOND ISSUE IS $ 3, "
year for interett. Suppose the water organ's
per
DEFEATED AT THE POLLS. DON'T PAY ANY AT- advice iH taken, and in order to furnish cheaper water
THE WATER COMTENTION TO SUCH REPORTS.
there be no (.Inking fund provided? In ". years the city
PANY 13 NOW CHARGING THE MAXIMUM RATES. will have expended $:!.'l7.."iiio In interest and will then be
no nearer lo owning the plant than It is nt the present
moment. There tnusi be a sinking fund as well as the
Hs&
annual Interest, and If the water rates are reduced below
Next to the fnnnckil statement mmle by the morn- the sum necessary for both of these, then the taxpayers
ing paper, of the condition of the Vat r Supply com- become responsible for the amount.
pany's business during the p;ifct yonr. the editorial reply
Another peculiarity of the water organs ma: heof that paper to the article of Dr. .loins, Is certainly
the weakest production that even the Journal has pot-te- n matics Is where it Includes $f,.OH0 paid by the city,made,
In the amount it claims the water company
off for many a day. lr. Jones did not sny and did
not imply that a sufficient quantity of water could not and then says that the city oiild not only make the
be developed in the valley No intelligent reader can same amount, but even more, because the city Inwould
the
it first counts It
find the slightest intimation of such a statement. Yet the not have to pay that $H.nnn.
Journal fights furiously this straw man of Its own crea- amount which the company makes anil then counts
tion, but leaves unnoticed the solid facts and arguments It In the addition to that amount which it claims the
which the doctor advanced against the purchase of the city can make. By this Juggling the $tl,o00 a pears twice
water company's plant. In this the Journal was more in the same account to tho, credit of receipts.
faM
discreet than brave; for the facts which Dr. Jones preap
It
Why Is the water organ so anxious to make
sented and the arguments ho advanced, backed by his
well known attainments and his undoubted disinterest- pear that the Water Supply company made such magnifmay
edness, have furnished a stone wall against which the icent a showing of profit? It thinks that thereby It
trap some unthinking man into voting for the purchase
morning paper may beat Its head in vain.
L
Here is the milk in the whole cocoanut the present of the plant. Fortunately, the taxpayers, who alone can
belong
thing,
company,
general
plant,
a
as
not.
question,
on
their
vote
do
this
water
Bystem
the
of
distributing
in a word, cannot be further efficiently extended. The to the unthinking class. They can see through a hole
J ne
limit of its efficiency Is now reached, and perhaps slight- in the wall as well as the man who picked it.
ly surpassed. This Is stated emphatically, by a man whole showing is a fraud; else, why omit interest and
Lexington, Ky., March 30. A cadet-shiwho knows what he Is talking alnnit, who has no in- taxes from the company's fixed charges?
to the United States military
terest in the matter, other than any other citizen of
has been
As a lawyer, will Attorney A. B. McMillen stake his academy at West Point
Albuquerque, and whose calm argument of the question
given
Captain Manley Iiwton, of
must carry conviction to thoughtful, disinterested minds. reputation on the financial report which was published Pewee to
Valley, by
Roosevelt.
Because this limit of efficient, extension has been this morning In the Albuquerque Morning Journal? This This young veteranPresident
of the war in the
whom
company,
of
Wizens,
signed
three
by
water
was
good
five
why
said article
reason
the
reached, would be
Philippines, is the son of Major Genwith a professed profit of more than $30,000, made no do not appear as taxpayers, and two as very small
eral Henry M. Lawton, who lost his
life while storming
a Philippine
extensions during the last year. Because this limit of
stronghold at San Mateo in Decemefficient extension has been reached, would be good
ber, 1899.
reason why the water company Is so anxious to unload
At rhe age of It young Iawton had
Ra plant on the city, notwithstanding it claims to be
a chance to show his nerve on the
im
doing such a remarkably fine business. Because this
firing line when bullets were flying
limit of efficient extension has been reached would be a
all about him, and dusting his legs by
Plaimtiirag
buy
not
mighty good argument why the people should
striking the ground about his feet. He
went to the Philippines with his faththe water plant "at any price, however small," to quote
er and served with General
OCKXXXOOCXXX00000XXCKXX000
the words of Dr. Jones.
at the front while General Law-to- n
Why, in the name of common sense, why should the
To make his flower garden a continual delight, the
was waiting for a command. The
city buy a plant that has already reached the limit of amateur should study tho characteristics of the flowers courage
he displayed while the battle
Its usefulness, and which will require nearly as large he grows and see that each serves a purpose. If he loves raged won
the admiration of the offan expenditure, over and alove its purchase price, as fragrance nlcotina afflnls, with its abundant
icers.
taxpayers
would
plant
be?
Let
new
the
cost
of a
the
He was next appointed as a volunwhite flowers. Is excellent, and a fragrant novelty which
think about this matter. There is no necessity for im- presents a striking contrast to this is nlcotina sanderas, teer aide on his father's staff, with
mediate action. The franchise of tho present company with deep pink, almost red, flowers. These above all the rank of captain, and went through
has years yet to run. Vote down the proposed bond is- are excellent for borders, planted in front of taller grow- the entire campaign without flinching,
enduring all the hardships that fell to
sue and compel the company to make the extensions ing shrubs.
the rest of the men. '
If they can do so and
required by their franchise.
For a bed where a mass of yellow is desired, golden
When General Lawton fell his
won't, then they can be made to do it. If they would
poppy Is useful. It must be sown where it young son returned to this country
do so but can't, then the city does not want the plant at California
While
is to bloom, as It does not transplant well. Its flowers with his mother and sisters.
any price.
are not adapted for cutting. For side and back fences living at Pewee Valley he Joined a
battalion
artillery
Kentucky
"of
I
of the
clumps of single and double hollyhocks In mass are good.
state guards. He is modest in relatA flower that grows nearly as high as the hollyhock is
ing
experiences,
proud
but
of the offiAccording to the statement in the morning paper, radbekin golden glow, which produces a wealth of golden cial papers that vouch for his record.
signed by Messrs. Sellers, Metcalf, Ramsay, Bell and flowers good for cutting.
It is a good plan to devote the space in front of one
Jo'nn W. Slayton, of Philadelphia,
Hesselden, the well known and expert accountants nf
this city, it would appear from the figures which they fence to dahlias and cosmos, for these are sure to please Pa., once candidate on the socialist
furnish, that the earnings of the Water company are the most fastidious flower lovers. The cactus and other ticket for governor of Pennsylvania,
spellbinder of the sonow sufficient to pay off its bonded Indebtedness within decorative forms of the dahlia are becoming more and and a prominent
party,
spoke
cialist
to an audience of
may
in
year.
every
popular
be
The
tubers
stored
more
years.
the next few
several hundred people In Elks' hall
This 'being the case, is it not a little remarkable the cellar in winter like potatoes.
last evening on the subject of "Graft."
If there happens to be a sunny exposure in the garthat such financiers, who are at the head of the InstiFcr an hour and a, half Mr. isiayton
tution, should be willing and anxious to turn the plant den, plant a few pompon chrysanthemums, which are discussed the doctrines of socialism.
hardy. They will give an effective display of tiny flow- During hia , discussion he was interover to the city?
While no one but taxpayerscan vote on this bond ers in the autumn. The Drummondl phlox are exceed rupted by A messenger who handed
proposition. The Citizen finds that the first three gentle- ingly pretty, low growing nnnuals, exceedingly showy him a note, which read: "Who paid
for the ball?" After explaining that
in mass.
men named above do not appear as taxpayers at all.
the rent had been advanced by W. P.
It might also be well to mention, on a hasty examXXOOCKCKOOOOOOC.XX000XJ0XX
Metcalf, he displayed to the audience
ination of their report, that they find the net receipts
a receipt made out to the treasurer
of the company, over fixed charges, $31,005.72, without
of the local socialist organization. A
any reference whatever to interest of maintenance and
very liberal contribution was then
SpraiiBjg lira Gouiraftiry
other natural expenses.
taken up. Mr. Slayton will speak
They would have the people to believe that under
again tonight, tomorrow nlghr, and
Ufae
d
the following two nights, later taking
city ownership the rates could Im reduced
up the issues of the local campaign.
and the receipts largely increased. Just how they would
bring about this remarkable result they do not explain.
Wouldn't it be fine SIMON STERN'S SPRING OPENING
In making up their estimate, it Is also found that
TOMORROW.
if you could lop off
they Include in their receipts the amount received from
30 years, with
about
would
city
profl.s
city,
show
which
and
then
the
the
the
It will be well worth the time, of
and every
their worries
derive, they again add the amount which the city pays
man, woman and child to call
wrinkles
and
heart
the Water company, amounting to about $6,U0, thus
around at the clothing store of Siscars,
go
anil
back mon Stern tomorrow. Not alone is
doubling the amount, in order to make a favorable showyonder In time for it Mr. Stern's spring opening day, but
ing.
the f i st. warm day1 he has made it into the form of an
There are other items equally misleading in the
exhibition, placing on display all that
of spring?
statement, but then The Citizen does not. feel like quesIt's warm in the Is good and ntw in men's and boys'
tioning the findings of such well known registered (?)
city.
The gutters wear, making a special endeavor to
accountants.
the celebrated Hart, Schaffner
smell and the breath show
& Marx clothing.
Mr. Stern will pre.from the big build- sent
pcttea
handsome
plants as souvf5fia
ings is like the oder enirs to any lady who
calls. Also
Every pretty souvenirs to others the men
of a tomb.
The address of the Fusion ticket candidates to the
evenat
is
appeared
last
in
vacant
its
which
lot
folks.
voters of Albuquerque,
ugliest and the world
ing's Citizen, and which appears again today, under the
seems in need of the
ticket, is all that, any one could ask. It Is a plain, pointNOTICF.
'
ed, manly and timely assurance by the gentlemen who
bath.
compose the city council part of the ticket, that they
Tap Albuquerque Itusiness college
But down In tho
Arrangements
are not the water company's agents, but if elected, they
country the things will reopen Monday.
will manage and conduct this question in strict harmony
that tiro happening have been made whereby the work
of the college will continue, without
with the will of the people, as expressed at the polls.
are worth while.
They say. as The Citizen had already said, that the
Out in the barn tun her interruption.
please take notice and be
question of buying tho water plant will be determined
tho hens are cack-lin- c on Students
hand Monday at 9 o'clock a. m.
by the taxpayers at the same election which shall dea storv of eggs
HENHY L. PITMAN.
termine their own success or defeat; and that with re- and spring. The great doors are open wide and the sun
placo
the
bathes
with warmth. The big apple tree by HOT TAM ALE SOCIAL AND ENgard to this question of purchase, it will, therefore, be
impossible for them to take any action whatever. Hut the barn is full of buds, and in a few days, in Just a
TERTAINMENT.
there will be a world of beauty and fragrance that
they go further than this. They pledge themselves not
First Methodist Church Tonight.
to extend the present franchi.se, unless the people, at an the hand of man can never equal. There Is an asparelection called for that particular purpose, shall Instruct agus bed full of green shoots and in tho
PROGRAM.
flower bed all sorts of green delights are pushing up- Toast
Hev. J. C. Rollins
tbera so to do.
Vocal Solo "Once in a Purple Twi
This leaves nothing more to be desired. The ticket ward to .the light.
light"
Mrs. S. B. Miller
And there are birds not noisy sparrow,
is an ideal one. The candidates are aUve reproach.
but
a Far Country"..
As gentlemen and business men. they command the ap meadow larks and robins and tho hhu kbii-dare hold Reading "FromMiss
Agnes McCallum
proval of Albuquerque, and having been selected by the ing high carnival in the tall poplar and wrens are talk- Chorus "Come to the Mountains",.
official organization of the two leading parlies, this fact., ng over housekeeping in tho lilac bushes.
Overhead Heading "St. Peter at the Gate"
added to their personal worth, iKpukmty and undented is a cloudless sUy, blue as the violets that are peeping
Mr. Arthur Martin
through
moss
the
qualifications for their respective positions, will
in th
woods. The air Is crisp and "Hot Tamale Song." by
chan and invigorating.
doubtedly secure the election of the whole ticket.
John Wesley Dcane (Frijole.)
Nature has yawned, and is waking, and it all seems Toast
Mr. M. E. Hickey
Tho water organ acknowledges that the water com- good to a barefotted lad who found liberty for impris- - Vocal SiIo Selected
Mrs. Roy McDonald
pany is skinning the plant by not expending one cent mm on a,;,!
happy as a butterfly, and for no better
Followed by Hot Tamale Supper.
upon maintenance or one cent upon extension. It also oas.m ttiau that be is happy.
Admission, 25c.
acknowledges that the same company at the same time
In tho country
is Bkiuning the people by the prices charged fur water.
stretches
road that
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Those are two facts according to the water organ. Hut
away to nowhere hi
mark tho absolute folly or insincerity of the organ. It
digs his toes Into the
akes the profits of the comiany, made, by this skinning
warm dust and It FOIl i.M.E Windmill, second hand
ch. a '. Address lo." South Arno
of both plant ami people, and makes these profits the
feels good. He shouts
sir- t.
argument why the city should buy out the water combecause of the joy
FOR sw.rc Cheap, seven acres of
pany, and thus secure these profits for Itself. Does the
In
Not
him.
that is
choir,. ;and, close in on ditch. Owner
city propose to skin, year after year, both the plant and
a care; not a worry;
going awav; it's a bargain. Address,
'1
people,
company
as
bus
the water
the
he water
dune?
Just
not a trouble.
Ho
1, city.
organ evidently thinks the people of Al!iUuerquo are
happy in the sun WU
AI.E N'l'w furniture of
,fools. It takes the profits which the water company
shine.
:,M!Se; sew ing machine. Jewmade only by skinning both plant and people, and says:
That is all. but
el
stove. Cheap, if sold at
Bee what a fine business this Is. The company, by skinen,
.;
wouldn't it be fine to
c. Forcher. 4n0 South
people'
ning both plant and
iiuhU- for out.' year, $31.
',. 7.
K"i.-)- i
forget 30 years, and
street.
Buy the plant, and you can make the same protit, and at
Lro
leiek mi t lie- first FOIl - i K Here Is a bargain.
i
the same tinio make needed extensions and reduce the
warm day of spring?
anch In the llio Grande valprice to consumers
water; enly four
plenty of
Thingt to Think About.
north of the city; all cult According to the figures supplied by the water or1
place to raise
'''a was cultivate,) hi China -- .Too years ltefor the ''''hi' us A andNe- grow
gan, and stated to be absolutely cornet, tho water com- Christian era.
their feed. N.
pany cleared, last year, $31,005.72. As the present com'a I: Ai Co., 2 2 West Gold ave
California b
'.lii.oiiii tons of grapes a
mi".
pany put but $lo,iMK) in the purchase, it will be seen year, worth $l.ri,0(iu,(mi.
their profits were more than -- uu per cent on the
tirt fur boa, south of Gold
White pine lumber costs today five times as much Lost.
.Hem,,.
Arno, lentil or Coal, on
Why, then, are they ho anxious to sell? in this country us it
Investment.
cost in ISfiri
W :i...Mlay
Kinder will
afternoon.
It is thought thut
There must be a negro in the wood pile or their organ
the game of whist was first played
lib as,, return to Miss Clayi.iii and
would nut be trying so desperately to fool tie people in (ho time of King Henry VIII. of England.
reward.
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Are all in and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring
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THE NAME

Wm. Chaplin
Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
If

lip

Bloodl
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lC

X-

W

Lj'

-l

3000
1000
10CO

x- -x

Z

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

shoes.
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

JL

X

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

Fusion Ticket

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will. CHAPLIN

-

0

,

Brunswick

s

BILLIARD

-

.

four-roo--

POOL

Sl

Parlors

i

The

fim-s- t
place In the city to
spend your idle hours.

Best brand of Cigar and
bacco always on hand.

M.

To-

Gussaroff

'

1

'"',.

Albuquerque

Novelty

Foundry and

Works

I.

Oar

1
1

Dealers

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses

and

Mules bought
change!..

and

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

ex-

BEST

TURNOUTS IS THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avnnues.

UNDERTA KERS
and
Falrview
Superintendents
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS
N. Second St.. Both Ptonta.

321

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

Wholesale liquor and

1

9

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet Jk
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mextc.

F. S. HOPPING. Proprietor

South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Ilicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call

Machine Works

HALL, Proprietor
If.
Iron and Braas Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; Ihaftlar.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron fronts for
Buildings.
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east bide of railroad t.ack.
Albsquerqne, J1. H.

Proprietor.

Second street, Bartiett Building.

-

'

Albuquerque

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Six-ae'-

d.

00OO0O0!

O

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

ur

That Statement

one-thir-

O

'he Policy of ilMs Store

Btar-shap-

few-days-

MAMBEILL

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
Nettleton Fine Shoes
Dunlap Hats
O

Flowers

f

Children

.

Summer Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear

Purpose Heeded

Touches

Boys

It's a luxury to wear such well cut, well
made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON

p

one-thir-

Toggery

amid

Hi&tis

Menip

Henley

Mac-Arth-

ooo

Absolutely Hycenio

ifiai

n,

PRIBJG

ooo

We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that
is correct.

1

Matter

MARCH 30, 1906.

201-21-

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

17,

N. T. Armljo Bulldlna.

1

A Ci i.eo want ad will get the bust- Dens.

Try one.

'
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SOMETHING ABOUT

PACE FIVE.

POINTER: THE WATER COMPANY IS NOW CHARGING THE MAXIMUM RATES.

THE HOLLY ENGINE

PAY

NO

ATTENTION TO

BUT

REPORTS,

VOTE

JUST RECEIVED

AGAINST THE PURCHASE

Same Kind Now in Use by
ci.ico Is thirteen hours.
Railroad
SOMETHING MORE
Local Water Supply
ARBOR DAY PROPtracks are washed out on nil of the BERNALILLO COUNTY
coast lines, and rain was still falling
when ho left. Hnln fell to the depth
Company.
ABOUT WATER of
DISTRICT COURT
ERLY OBSERVED
three inches during the, twelve
hours

AND ALW ABOUT OLD SCRAP IRON

A

4

4

sii rt

FOR SALE.

Water Supply Pumping
Engine.
Made by the Holly Co.. of Ixwk-porN. V., capacity,
2,000,000
gallons a day. Has been out of
use for BimiB years, but has been
kept In Nj. 1 condition, ready to
!
Htartcd at an Hour's notice.
Will be sold at a bargain to any
town or person having use for
such machinery. Address, for
further information, K Levtne,
Port Huron, Mich.
Public

t.

f
T

I

For Scraps.
subscriber of The Evening
Citizen,
having
followed the lines "
S
of argument submitted to' the peo- pie by The Evening Citizen and '
the Morning Journal, the former against the purchase and the lat- 4
ter for, (it being the organ of the. '4
Water company), WTote to the
gentleman, asking particulars re- garding the advertisement, and
It here Is his reply:
Port Huron, Mich., March 15.
A

"

4
V

4

4
4
4

4

T. J. Topham Says He Can

Albuquerque, If. .M.
Dear Sir: Yours of the 10th
received In regard to the Holly
pump.
I have broken same for SCRAP,
so thanking you for the Inquiry,
I remain, yours truly,
L. LEVIXE.
NOTE And this is one of the
kinds of articles the Water Sup- ply company want to sell the city
for $250,0(K). Mr. Irvine's letter
is on file In this office, the same
as Mr. Luchsinger's, wherein the
latter stated he was offered the
present plant for a price a
"GREAT DBA I., LOWER" than
the company Is now attempting
to sell to the city.
Further comment on this sub- Ject Is unnecessary.

AN

Furnish Water at 4c per
Thousand Gallons.

i t 4
i
lime ajo The Evening
CI. izuii received a market
opy
of l!io February nuiubor of the
Modern Muchin.ry.
After turn-Ins- ;
over a 'numlier of panes, the
subjoined
was
advertisement
found, Mue penciled:
4,4 4

4

f
4
4
"

4
4

'

it
4
'

4

Mr.

In San

was

Fergus-so-

Diego.

Judge Abbott Renders

OPtN LETTER
2!l.

copy

A

!of the Albuquerque Journal
was
banded to lne, th:s morning, dated
2X, iim;, which
March
contains an
JONES' ARTICLE artiel'J
SUBSTANTIATES
tent from Socorro, (ending in
a way to exculpate one Charles V.
I.Mallet, a Chinese Inspector, who was
To The Evening Citizen.
recently urrested at
Marcial ou
Having read l'rof. F. A. .Tones' ar- several charges, and San
brought to So- -i
ticle In The Ev ning Citizen in reijard corro for hearing before a justice of
to getting water fro..i The mountains jthe peace. There was a feeble effort
to supply the city, I feel that IYof. made In said article to try and bring
Jones is perfectly correct In obtaining t lie said culprit under the shield and
the supply of wattr. I will back up protecting wing of the governor, by
the proposition. BY MAKING A CON- - attempting to create the impression
THE PRESENT jand establish the fact that the origin
WITH
TRACT
THE ol this prosecution Is based on malice
WATER SUPPLY COMPANY,
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE, OR ANY and Jealousy, owing to the fact that
OTHER COMPANY, FOR A TERM the said culprit was selected at San
Marcial, by the reception committee,
OF TEN YEARS, to supply from
to 5,(Xi0,0oo gallons cf watvr to make the address of welcome to
every twenty-fou- r
hours nt the rate the governor at said place when the
of four cents per 1.000 gallons. I will Stock Growers' Convention was held.
not ask any comjwny to spend one Such an impression Is erroneous-- . The
dollar until I can show them that I prosecution Is based on the following
can produce the water. The water 1 facts:
The laws of the territory clearly
propose to supply IS NOT A MINERAL WATER, but a pure mountain and specifically define who are alwater. I have a drilled well In solid lowed to carry deadly weapons. I full
rock where I get my Coyote water, to see anything anywhere in the law
the analysis of which show It to he which makes a Chinese Inspector lmr
one of the finest mineral waters In niune. Tho self same culprit has been
a pistol during the entire
the world. I also have two open wells carrying
that supply an abundance of water for period of time he has been In San
irrigation purposes. Prof. Welnzlrl Marcial. He has !een seen with it
commenced to make an analysis from on his person while singing in the
water from the two open wells, but church choir during holy service (no
If the
he advised me not to spend any more Chines present to inspect).
money or time on the analysis, as law should, In any way, nnd I claim
not, allow Chinese inspectors
there was nothing In the water, so I it does
carry arms while on duty, there
concluded that It Is a pure as any to
water that can be obtained. This of- certainly is no excuse for carrying
church.
fer is for the water at Coyote Springs, oneTiieIn iculprit
carried his pistol to a
the contracting parties to supply and dance which was
given and which
lay the pipe to the city. I believe tu
the governor attended no Chinese
elevation at Coyote Springs Is about present
consequently he was not on
2.000 feet higher than Albuquerque,
unless he was trying to make It
which would give a pressure of about duty,
appear that some of the San Mar500 pounds, after allowing for friccial people are Chinese; and this he
T. J. TOPHAM.
tion.
cannot establish, for I have known
tho San Marcial people for a number
WOMAN'S CLUB MEETING
of years, and anyone who takes them
AND COOKING DEMONSTRATION or any of them, for Chinnmen, will
"get left."
The culprit was arrested ou the
MUSICALE GIVEN BY THE MEM- charge of carrying a deadly weapon,
BERS OF THE WOMAN'S CLUa after having resisted arnst, by drawSCIEN- ing a gun on tho deputy sheriff. He
IN
DEMONSTRATION
TIFIC COOKING, BY MRS.
was brought to Socorro, and fined
former, and
In the
$50 and costs
placed under bond to await the acThis afternoon, in their club rooms, tion of the grand jury, in the sum
in the Commercial Club building, the of $500, In the latter.
He appealed
Woman's Club of Albuquerque, en in the former and gave bonds in the
tertained themselves and a large latter. He was assisted In getting
number of guests with an Invitation bond by C. E. Mead, who was brought
musicale, that was one of the most here on a charge of selling liquor
thoroughly enjoyable events of the without a license. He Is the same
many given by this club.
C. E. Mead who runs a drug store in
Each member of the club enjoyed San Marcial, and who has suffered
the privilege of Inviting as her guests one conviction for selling liquor withtwo persons outside of the member- out a license, and has been fined.
ship of the club, and as a result a It Is a notorious fact that ho Is known
large number of guests were la- - at to sell more Hquor'Wlthout a license
tendance. The mtrsical program, as than the other saloons together with
rendered, contained numbers by some a license. He also was on tho comof the leading musical artists of Al- mittee of reception during the Stock
buquerque, and was thoroughly en- convention.
If the mere fact that
joyed by those present.
these parties, the former because he
Across the street, from the Com- made the address of welcome to the
mercial Club building, in the Gleckler governor, the latter because he was
building, this afternoon, a large num- on the reception committee to the
ber of the ladies and housewives of governor, (when the governor is in
Albuquerque gathered to witness a no way to blame for either), makes
demonstration in bread laklng and then immune and free from being
of prosecuted for violating tne law, then
homo cooking by the exponent
heallh cooking, Mrs. Pennell. From I want to know It. I brought these
SO
1:30 to 3:
o'clock, the store room prosecutions, because both of these
at 120 South Fourth street was parties have opeuly and defiantly viodemonstration lated the law; it was and Is my duty
crowded, and
the
proved highly Interesting to the many to do so; the law is no respect or of
who gathered tii witness the exhibi- persons; had It been anyone in higher
tion.
position, It would not have, nor will
it, matter. I will do my duty, according to law, without malice, prejudice
DRIVING MATINEE
or jealousy, the author or authors of
SUNDAY APRIL I the article In the Journal, who Is too
cowardly to sign his name, ami who
has made a gross misrepresentation
MANY LOCAL HORSEMEN
HAVE of the facts, notwithstanding.
Very respectfully,
HORSES ENTERED THE EVENT
OF
MUCH IN.
PROMISES TO BE
ELFEOO BACA.
TEREST THE PROGRAM.
District Attorney.
PEN-NEL-

BASE BALL

"DOPE"

The warming up of the weather has
caused no little stir among the fans,
and there Is likely to bo something
doing In the near future. The Mcintosh
Browns are stretching themselves, with an uneasiness that Is
likely to result In accejrting the challenge for a game to he played at Traction park on next Sunday, with
he Barelas bunch, wnlcli has salllou
forth under the nianfegonient or Dan
Padillo. Frank Houston still poses
as the only manager for the Browns,
and nolxxly is gainsaying
Frank's
right as such. lie had the trouble
last year and the year before, and
paid some of the bills for which the
club's treasurer has never held sufficient money to take up; and money
talks. If Houston will take the management of the Browns, with all its
troubles nnd no pay, the, base ball
boys ought to be well satisfied.
Charles Quler, who holds the sick
for a couple of months' room rem
for some of last year's players, for
which the club Is responsible, has
threatened to attach the suits of the
Browns to get, his money. If anything
should come of the threat, this may
put the Browns back a few months,
or until they can get other suits.
However, no serious results are expected from Mr. Quler's threats, and
Charley himself, Is txpected back In
he game this season again, as usual.
The Bisbee team will come out this
season with copper colored suits, furnished by the Copior Queen Copper
company.
team comiosed of youngsters,
has organized for any of the lightweight teams of the territory to go up
against, should they be looking for
trouble. The new organization calls
Itself the Albuquerque Reserves, and
Is composed of the following young
men: Roger Gatlin, Roy Collins, Ri
ley Edwards, Frank Collins, Charles
Fluke, Charles Lombke, John McKaggin, Clyde Holman, Albert Clancy and
Cortez Quickel.
A

-

EL PASO ARRANGING
FOR
PASS CITY

BIG

FAIR

MERCHANTS PLEDGE
PROJECT, IN

$16,350 TOWARD
TWO DAYS.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
El Paso, Texas, March 30. El Paso
Is arranging to have the great eft fair
ever given in the history of the city.
At a meiting of the committees in
the Chamber of Commerce building
last night, the soliciting committee reported subscriptions to the amount of
$lii,350, $11,350 of which was pledged
the committee during two days' work.
The additional $5.01111 was pledged by
the El Pas.j Streit Railway company.
by class, were
Tho subscriptions
given as follows:
$5.ooo
Street Car Company
Law vers
l.ooo
2. .loo
Sundry
11.

M

.

Mundy

Life Insurance Men
Second hand Men
Lumbermen
Barbers
Printing Trades
Furniture Deal, hs
Contractors
Plumbers

250
2uo
5oO

2.5oo
2ou
5mi
1.5o0
1.5'mi
Too

Young Hal. tho 2:lo pacer, belonging to Joe Harnett, has been sold to
Mr. Mosier, a Los Angeles horseman,
and in the purchase Mr. Harnett receives Ossoola, a green trotter, with
somewhat of a record. Mr. Harnett's
horses are still at Ios Angeles, and
are In tip top condition for the big
western and eastern circuits the coming summer and fall.
What we save you on a buggy will
go a long way towards a new harj
ness. Albuquerque Carriage Co.

The organization of local horsemen,
known as the Gentlemens' Driving association, has decided upon Sunday,
April l, as the day upon which they
will give their driving matinee, mention of which was made in these columns sevi ral days ago.
The matinee will be held at Traction park, and some of the best stock
in the city has been entered for the
event. Tho gong for the first race
will sound at 2 o'clock, sharp. Four
events are scheduled for the afternoon, these being, first, a 1:20 trot,
one-hal- f
mile heats, lest two In three;
mile
swond, 1:20 pace, one-hal- f
heats, best two in three; third, free
for all pa'e, one half mile heats, best
two in three, and fourth, trot for colts,
mile heats, best two in
three.
Among the hors, s entered f .r the
different events are McGlnty, owned
by R. H. Grecnleaf, and to bo driven
by himself; Nimble Jim, owned by W.
L. Trimble, and to be driven by Joe
Harnett; Daniel J, owned by Thomas
S. Hubbell; Marcella, owned by Jake
Levy, and several others of local Importance.
The event promises to be of great
interest, not only to the horsem-n- ,
but t lovers of the "sport of kings"
as well, and preparations are being
made for a large attendance of spectators.
The program in full, as it will le
run, will be found elsewln re in this
issue of The Evening Citizen.
one-hal-

OF

PROGRAM

MATINEE RACES
TRACTION PARK, GIVEN BY
DRIVING
THE
GENTLEMEN'S
ASSOCIATION,
SUNDAY,
APRIL

AT

1, 1906.

The gong sounds for the first race
2 o'clock sharp.
First Race.
1:20 trot,
heats, best two in
three.
1
McGinty, ownfd and driven by
R. H. Greenleaf.
No. 2 Nimble Jim, owned by W. Ij.
Trimble and driven by Joseph. Bar-net-

at

-

e

t.

N, owned by Dr. D.
II. Cams and driven by W. L. Trimble.
No. 4 lkxjne, owned and driven by
Eiuil Mann.
Second Race.
1:20 pace,
heats, two In
No. 3

Walter

three.

No. 1 Fairy Queen, owned
and
driven by F. B.
No. 2 Crlssetta, owned and driven
by Huntington.
No. 3 Hallie, owned and driven by
T. J. Shlnlek.
No. i Cocello. owned by Otto Ber
ger and driven by John Henry.
Third Race.
heats, two
Free for all pace,
in three.
No.
Daniel J, owned by T. S.
Hubbe.ll and driven by James Johnston.
No. I M zelle, owned and driven
by W. L. Trimble.
,
owned and driven
No. 3
by Jake Levy.
Fourth Race.
heats, two ia
Trot, colts,
three.
by Jake
No. 1 Marcella. owned
W. L. Trimblo.
Levy
and driven bv
.
...
.

1

CALIFORNIA IS
THOROUGHLY SOAKED

Sin-cam-

PiTpiKrin
r,.tlirn.
ed this morning from a ten days' busi
ness trip to California, says that the
most sensational kind of stories would
not exaggerate tho real Hoo.l ci.iuli- tions existing in that section of the
country. He lived in a Pullman the
most ,f the ten days he was there,
trying to get some place, and in
the meantime, watched men build
railroad bridges. He was twenty-fou- r
hours going from Ijos Angeles to San
Francisco and thirty-sihours getting back. The scheduled timH be.
Angeles and San Fran- twetn
Hon. If.

Tt

uL'hi--

x

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Judge Abbott this morning rendered
a decision in the suit of F. L. and O.
A. Pearce against tho
Building nnd Loan association, which
has been the source of much argument In the
district, court, for
the past five years. The decision Is
Raid to be In favor hi the corporation,
but whetner It is or net, neither side
was prepared to say this afternoon.
The problem is very complicated,
and one that would stump a Phlladelr
phia lawyer. Several years ago the
plaintiff bought some stock in the association, which they ald for wltn
money borrowed from the association.
The amount manipulated in the deal
was alout 7,0i)rt, according to the attorney for the plaintiff. In additional
security to the stock to secure the
loan upon which he became theowner
of said stock, the plaintiff gave a
mortgage on some property. He became discouraged
with his investment and dropped Into arrears wltn
assessments on his s.ock as well as
interest on the loan, and finally went
Into the courts to secure an accounting with the association, to ascertain
where "he was ot." Now the lawyers
are In the same fix. Judge Ablxitt in
formed the attorneys that they could
figure out the result in facts and he
would make a written decision on tho
case.
Attorney Mtdler, who apMared with
W. B. Chllders for the plaintiffs, stat,
ed this afternoon that he thought that
his clients still owed the
Building and Loan association
Se-on-

about. $3,000.

Suit was filed in the district court
today by O. N. Marron, acting for the
State National bank, against Frank
Ackerman and J. B. Rutherford, New
Mexico agent for the State Life Insurance company of Indiana, to recover on a note.
J. B. Rutherford also filed suit
through ills attorneys. Klock & Owen,
against the State Life Insurance company of Indiana, to recover fees
amounting to $125, which the plaintiff
alleges is due him.
was the
Eleven new indictments
grist, of the territorial grand Jury today. Added to ten returned yester-

day, this makes twenty-on- e
true bills
as the result of two days' work. The.
pran.l tiilv ia
tiiMm1 o vlatt
jail nnd county buildings tomorrow,
ami win iikeiy maiio a nnai report on
Monday.
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GENERAL
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i rixie, OWIit'll

Anderson.

No. 3 Independence,
driven by T. J. Shlnlek.
No.

4

Dan

Marron,

driven by II. .1. Trotter.
No. 5 Higgle Haggle,
driven by E. W. Murphy.

UUW

ui,,-i-

i

Two victims were up before lIice
Judge Crawford this morning to receive their just deserts. Ono of
them, Ed Stein, charged with being a
vagrant, had just finished doing a
day
"bit" in tho county Jail, where
he had been placed at the request of
his mother, and Judge Crawford, in
view of this, suspended his sentence
of thirty days in the county Jail, provided Stein would go to work, which
he promised to do.
B. Garcia, with a fondness for the.
flowing b;;wl, was assessed five days
on the chain gang.
sixty--

A Boss Caller.
While Mrs. March was making a
morning call on her neighbor, Mrs.
Coulter, a cow made a call on Mrs.
March. The cow finding no one at
home, entered the house and proceeded to the kitchen and ate a pie, then
went into the parlor and looked at the
pictures, and was inspecting the different rooms when Mis. March returned and her visitor departed to
make other calls. Falls City, (Wash.)
v
Ledger.

Buffalo elopers were married in an

undertaker's rooms in New York.
That's the place all right. A man's a
dead one after ceremony.

xxodxxooxxxcckxx

YOUR EASTER
GOWN

1

.

te

Madam Gross

ki-p-

one-smoke-

owm--

and

ow lied

FROM

11

TO 2:30.

U.S. Lithgow&Co.

:

..BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..
ome and the charm i.f t!ie city. We have the kind
will keep your lawn
and green.
fn-s'- i

25c and up
5ic and up
35c and up

Vc

10c
$2.50

enm;.l te line of Nozzles,
and Hose Menders.
OFFICIAL GARBAGE CANS...
$1 and $1.25
Delivered to any part of city.

s,,:

II86010

AVtNUE

J.

120

-

v

BY MRS. R. H.

t

;

RICHARDS'

M. BERGER,

and

TREATWILL
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
LUNCH
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS'
A G ASTRONOMICAL

t
i

out-doo-

--

t!

J.

The St. Elmo

Specialists

th" pride of
of lawn supplies

.

.

iswvBrsjiri

Art-

Albert Faher
Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

PIPE ORGAN RECITAL APRIL 5,
LESTER, ASSISTED
T. E. Peters, who was Interested in BY ONLY PROFESSIONAL MUSIFIFTY
mining, hereabouts, y.ars ago, is CIANS AND VOCALISTS.
again In the city, and is calllnir on CENTS ADMISSION.
his many friends.
Every vehicle on our floors
has
Mrs. John Foulks will entertaifi
notice to get out. We
the ladies of the Iowa Club at her two weeks'
homo at COt; South Third street, next need the room more than we ueedthe
money. AlliiKiuerquo Carriage Co.
.Monday afternoon.
The Citizen Is nun li obliged to
Street Commissioner Tiornoy
for
having ono of his tin
fill up tho
mud hole in tho alley on the east
Side of tbisi office. lnl u.'is If liepeu- ISO O K JJ1X1J Kll S
sary for the aforesaid man to snlat- ter all the looso mud in the alley on
tne winnow panes ot Mils ottlec on
that side? This qie ion, at this
in
present moment, to tin e who work
in tho job dvpartiueiit
The Citizen,
is as important as tl.. question beBLANK BOOK MAKING 7
fore the taxpayers t, purchase the
and
water plant, and the
commis
sioner, a prospect
andldate for
d to inspect
l.s ii
work hereabouts.
Auto Phone 128.
A guaranteed Uuiki'
1'. worth $1
now f'.ib. Albuqtienpi. Carriage Co.
PARAGRAPHS.

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

DAY

I

lJ

and

OF

Today was
generally observed
throughout
the territory as Arbor
Day, March 30 being tho day set
asldo by proclamation of the govJWiiuuffiusntBa
ernor for the observance of tree
and hedge planting services, In an effort to beautify the country.
AH the city schools, in observance
of the day. closed this afternoon at 3
o'clock, and appropriate services were
held in the different ward schools in
tho city.
At the high school grounds trees,
stt.v.
vines and some hedges were planted,
and ceremonies appropriate lo tho occasion obswved. In the different ward
schools similar exercises were held,
.V
and the grounds beautified In
similar manner.
li
H
...,
Prof. C. E. Clark, superintendent of
SHOULD MEET WITH
city schools, and Principal Miner, ot
the central high school, made speeches
APPROVAL
appropriate, to the occasion. Prof.
Clark stated that he was glad to see
Many new ideas in fashion,
so much Interest taken In ArlorDay
and said that it was his opinion that
fit and fabtic are embodied in
Arhor Day wan coming to mean more
to the people of the United States
our New Spring Styles and
than it had at any previous time. 'A C.w.T...
jawi'LLa jum. retciveu tirom
and that civic pride was coming to
have a great place In thci minds of
New York.
.n .
"ajr Tl
the people.
1
Principal
was
Miller's address
Ladies
swell
desiring
and
along the same lines. Another gengowns are requested
tleman prominently Identified with the
city's schools, stated that Arbor Day,
call
to
and
get prices.
In his opinion, should become of naY.V.
0
tional Importance, as there was notlv
ing that, had a tendency to lift humanity to a higher plane than the
beautiful things of nature.
"The city beautiful." ha said, "will
do nio-.-to fill a man's heart with
Pbont Black 68
pride than any other thing his homo
city may boast cf. He iwlnts with
118 Cold Avenue
pride to the beautiful parks, the well
t
lawns, the shade trees, and the 0SXXXXXXXCCk0000
like, and when he knows that he or
his children have helped bring this
A STRONG SMOKE.
about, he Just naturally feels as
proud of the condition as though, he
Is not always the test smoke dewwe the real owner of it all.
pends about 9 10 on the cigar. If yon
"Take Kansas City for instance.
I;ook at the thousands of dollars the
smoke tho White Lily you can hare It
as strong as ytto like, yet sweet and
city dads have spent beautifying the
city, and through this one foaUrre
fragrant; medium with, the um
Kansas City has gained a national
"smoothness" and aroma; mild aa
reputation."
balmy day in spring and Just as delightful. And all for 6 cents tor
,
The teachers In the different ward
schools in the city each had a spe12.00 for the same Joy multV
plled
cial program by the pupils, arranged
Stick a pin in the name
for this day, which was rendered durtho Wilte Uly. 7
;
ing the afternoon. The sight of the
many children out on the grounds,
digging holes, planting trees, shrubbery and vines, followed by appro113'a WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
priate exercises and ceremonies, made
a scent? that attested fully to the
with which Arbor Day is
coming to bo recognized.
Finest Whiskies
Out at the university probably the
exercises held were of a moro elal
orate nature than nt any other instiWines, Brandies. Etc.
tution in tho city. In the morning
BARNETT, Prop'r.
?OSEPH
forty trees were planted, two large
shade trees being planted, one at each
SAMPLE AND G'
West Railroad Avcnae
r
end of the stage of the new
CLUB ROOMS famphitheater.
In addition to appro
oo-ooooopriate exercises, five gallons of Ice
cream were served to the students,
with other refreshments, after which
a lively and highly interesting game
THE FIRST LESSON
01 bane ball between two teams, one
IN BREAD MAKING.
composed of students and the other
Is the most Important of all; that
of members of thei faculty, took place,
Is the selection
of proper flour. 4
resulting in a victory for the student
There Is no difficulty about this If
team.
Empress flour Is chosen." It la eo
'
good and makes such sweet, white
MILLINERY
'
and nutritious bread as to be na-surpassed by any milled. The beet X
Mrs. i. D. Coverdale's millinery
bread makers use it for that Tery x,
opening, which began this afternoon,
reason.
z
will continue over until tomorrow
night. Mrs. Coverdalo has made an
extra effort this season to get the best
the millinery market would afford, and
that, tdie has succeeded is for the laWholesale Agent,
dles to judge at this opening. Mrs.
114 West Copper Ave.
Coverdale's Is tho only millinery store
on Gold avenue.
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A.

POLICE COURT1

LOCAL

AND CARPETS

Schools.

11

f

ACCORDING TO H. B. FERGUSSON,
WHO HAS JUST
RETURNED
FROM THE GOLDEN WEST.

ion in Suit of
and
0. A. Pearce Against
BUILDING

RUGS

Exercises and Tree Planting;
at the Different Ward

Decis-

F. L.

To The Evening Citizen:
Socorro, N. M., March

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

.ill

W. MASTERS

JIOMK SUPPLY

Ciolo--

(OMl'ANV

Phone

B. 68

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB
OLD

AUSTRIAN

CATHEDRAL
BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery
& CO..

BORRADAILE

117 Gold Avenui

0ooo

DANGERS OF THE DARK

BURGLARS!

The Telephone is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRES!
The Telephone is aa
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

Telephone the Police

FIRE1

Telephone the Fire
Department.
ILLINESS!
Telephone the Doctor.
YOU NEED

A

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

0

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ooeotcotoo o ko oKoKvcece
OC03C)OCXX)COCXXX3CXXXXXXX)0

Woofton

&

Myer,

Real Estate
AND

Ranches

RENTALS

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St..

ALUUllUEKQUIS

. . . . N. M.

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE

I

LIKE

Carries the United States mallj
only line with a change of stock ee
route; good rigs, horses and driven
rig leave Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. o
particulars, address W. L. Trimble M
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M.. or A.
U. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT11
LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Jrm!J

BulldlA.

THE 'AWAKENING OF CHINA
BISHOP BASHFORD WRITES THAT CHINA HAS MADE MORE PROANY OTHER
GRESS DURING THE PAST FIVE YEAR3 THAN
MANY
RISING
NATION ON EARTH AS TO ANOTHER BOXER
SCHOOLS ESTABLISHED.

cently transferred to that point from
the Albuquerque Indian school.
F. M. Miller, of Montana, arrived
In the city Inst night to take the position of clerk In the Indian sch.ol,
vacated by the dismissal from the
service of K. .1. Hoar.
a
Hubert Hillsborough, formerly
carpenter at the local government Indian school, has bp"ti transferred from
the Albuquerque Institution to
Ana.-dark-

Ok In.

China, Miirrh 3". You
Been In many American papers prophecies of another
Ihni'i uprising. Indeed Ir. Arthur
Smith, the ruMt brilliant American
wrUcr im China, forecasts another
I think lr.
oMtforvak of Hoxerism.
Smith anticipates violent outbreaks
(luring lhe next few years. I'pon this

Supervisor F. M. Holland cf the Indian service, left last night for F.l
Paso, after an extended stay In this
city on official business.

Kbnivl'.ai.

ha.p doubtless

ponl.

I

full v

e

with him.

li

RURAL

1

Hut I
be-

in k

FE.

FOR SANTA

Inspector A. P. Fredericks spent yesterday examining the
rural free relivery route at Santa Fe.
for which petitions have been sent to
the ostofflce department at Washington, and which Is to take in Ag'ia
Fria. the United States Indian school,
the penitentiary, Sunmomit and the
Tesuque valley settlements from and
to Santa Fe. Mr. Fredericks was accompanied by Jose D. Sena, who is
tin roughly acquainted w ith tho sec.
Hon of tiie country In which the establishment of this route is greatly
desired by about 1 ,2iM people residing
thereon.
A Lively Tussle.
with that old enemy of tho race, constipation, often ends In appendicitis.
To avoid all serious trouble with stomach, liver and bowels, take Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They perfectly regulate theso organs, without pain or
discomfort. Cue at all drug stores,
o
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Post office

W

'

DELIVERY ROUTE

want. to emphasize the difference
ho present danger which
ns and UtixoMsnt.
From almost, constant travel, from
vtaWa to eleven of thv eighteen provtrip of
inces f ih'' empire, from one
nine) days and another of twenty-si- x
of us spent wholly
ajs which tl.ree
from tho
imins the Chinese, and
tortinmiiy of literally scores upon
of missionaries who have been
sim
in flu empire from five tothat forty
i.iu
yrars, I am led to believe
Chinese were never so open to western civilization aa they are today.
.BISHOP BASHrORD.
"7TT' Shanghai riot for instance, was
no more a recrudesence of lloxerism and maintain the civilization of past
than lhe present revolutionary upris-of ages.
ing in Russia are manifestations
Dr. Smith says that the Chinese
of
lh old reactionary. persecutions
The Boxer have made more progress during the
nihilihfs and
last five years than any other nation
movement ws led by the old men of on
earth.
China; the present movement la
In a word, China since the days of
lordly i" tho hands of yount; China.
been facing the past,
(Small Holding Claim No. lfioo.)
Tbp- Hoxer movement aimed at the Confucius hasfacing
the future. Since Department
she is
of tho Interior, United
expulsion of the foreigners: tne pies-r- - todaydays
Confucius,
lias
she
been
of
the
toempire
ate
movements in tjie
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
tomen;
of
old
domination
under
the
civilizaforeign
ward lhe adoption of
March 2'J, l'."0fl.
day she is throbbing with new blood
Notice is hereby given that the foltion. The abolition by imperial
life.
young
and
in
e
examinations
or the
lowing named claimant has flbd notice of his intention to make final
he rJtisslc degrees in China, even
Denver,
Quartermaster,
Office
Chief
out
fully
carried
though It is not very
claim under
Colo.. March 1st, 190fi. Sealed pro- proof In support :f his act
mt. yet, and the great, desire upon the
of March
sections 16 and 17 of the
received
be
will
posals
triplicate,
in
province
every
part of the Chinese In
190G, 3, 1S91 (2G Stats., 854), as amended
31,
m.,
11
.March
a.
on
here
until
modern
of
act of February 21, 1893, (27
ta establish some type
transportation of Military Sup- by the 470),
education. Indicates the revolution hi for
and that, said proof will
1. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, Stats.,
Nob.
plies,
Routes
taken
already
thought which has
be made before the United States
durColo.,
Denver,
drayage
at
for
and
place in the empire.
Commissioner at Albuquerque,
the fiscal year commencing July Court
The viceroy at Nankinc has opened ing
New Mexico, on May 10, 1906, viz:
ac190(5.
right
S.
to
U.
reserves
1,
durin.sthe
.thousand modern schools
Adelaida S. de Otero, for the lot 1,
cept or reject any or all proposals.
four years. Viceroy Yuan Shik
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
application.
on
furnished
Information
me
tells
K ai'Beonndentlal adviser now has Envelopes containing proposals should range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18,
official
that that progressiver.o.ooO
township 7 north, range 3 east, and
students in be marked: "Proposals for Transpor5000 schools with
" ad- lot 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7
No
on
Route
tation
An
alone.
lie province of Chihll
shows dressed C. A. H. McCauloy, Chief Q. north, range 2 east, and lot7 2, secexamination of these schoolschiefly
north,
tions 7 and 18. township
on M.
they are
that In manv eases viceroy
range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1600.
find
cannot
paper and that the
He names the following witnesses
INDIAN SCHOOL KOTtS
teachers to impart western learning.
to prove, his actual continuous adverse
Hut the intense desire of the most
possession of said tract for twenty
lenders in China to im "ALBUQUERQUE INDIAN" PUBLI years
next preceding the survey of
these
part western civilization tostriking
CATION GAINING DAILY IN POP the township, viz:
4fl0,000,0fm people is the most
ITEMS.
ULARITYOTHER
Placido Sa.lazar y Otero, of Albu
fart. In the recent history of the emquerque, N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
pire.
The "AlbuqtH rque Indian." the of Peralta. N. M.; Higinio Chavez, of
The fact that the mission schools
little publication which has Peralta. N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Al
are crowded, the demand everywhere clever
several buquerque, N. M.
teach English, the been Issued monthly for
Any person who desires to protest
multiplication of telegraph stations, months past tit the local government
postofflces Indian schcol, now enjoys being sec against the allowance of Bald proof,
the rstabllshment of 1500 years,
the ond In rank among the ten or a dozen or wh.) knows of any substantial reain China in tho last six
the Indian son under the laws and regulations
rapid increase of newspapers, the fact similar publications of only
by the of tho interior department why such
any part of schools. It is excelled
that one can travel in
published at the Indian proof should not be allowed, will be
China today with the utmost freedom magazine
at Chilocco, Okla., which mag- given nn opportunity at the alove
and with marked manifestations of school
e
friendly curiosity upon"the part of the azine, however, has a circulation of mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimChinese, all lead me to the conviction over 5,000. and has a plant of expenant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
that China is awakening to a new life sive machinery.
News comes fram the Indian school of that submitted by claimant.
and that we are not. in the slightest
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
danger of another Boxer revolution at Mojave, Ariz., of the resignation
Register.
aiming to exterminate the foreigners of Baron de K. Sampson, who was rt j
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across tho river. In this Instance,
.Mayor Montemayor waived the usual
formalities attending the bringing of
a ixidy
tho iHirder, and It. was
LIGHTNING AT EL PASO brought across
over and turned over to the
undertaking firm of Nagley & Raster.
There Is but. one mark on the lxxly
and this Is n the right hand between PRESIDENT IN GOOD, PLAIN ENGLISH SCORES RECKLESS
EnArm
While
Dead
Stricken
WHO ARE MAKING WHOLESALE DENUNCIATIONS IN
the little fingr and wrist. For sevCERTAIN MAGAZINES
SANITY AND MODERATION
eral Indus up and itown the edge of
NOW NEEDED IN REFORM.
circled Arc Light That
the hand the flesh is sllRhtly burned
and hlackemd and in one small sjiot
only, on the fleshy part of the outside
Refused to Burn.
Washington, I). C. March 30. Presof the palm, is the burn deep enougn
Is telling his friends
to reach into the flesh. No other ident heRoosevelt
the present flood of
considers
that
be
by
can
current
the
HAPPENED mark caused
KOW THE ACCIDENT
abuse, with which the macn-zlnfound on the body, which fact Is re- reckless
are filled, a menace to the cause
garded as remarkable, since another
real
reform.
of
usually
Is
spot
f a similar nature
Umi.s H. (iriniin. repair man for tne found on
"In every thief chase," said Mr.
person
body
of
a
killed
'the
comPower
light
and
International
In this manner.
Grimm came here
pany, met a terrible and almost Instanfrom Chicago.
In
electrocution
by
(bath
taneous
Juarez about 7 o clock last evening.
while att'tnptins to repair an arc
light which Jiad ceased to burn, says
r
rfc-tho El Paso News.
Crimm had gone across the river
rip t
about 6:.'lu on an Inspection
see If the arc lights were all burning.
What happened from that time un il
the alarm was given that he was dead Sorry Condition of Many Today Libis best told by Charlie Page, a young
They look alike to tre magazine
eral Offer Made by J. H. O'RIelly
man who was with him and was sit
"revealor."
& Company.
ting on the two wheeled cart used in
railway regulation, opposition to corthe electric
the Inspection, when
Those who never have any stomach
rupt machines, graft, reckless finaneo
fluid drove the lifo from the young
digestion is like
whose
an:i
troubles
or liny of the other needed reforms, Is
man's body.
of an ostrich, cannot possibly unthat
the wholesale uud unmitigated denunHow Accident Happened.
derstand the Borry condition of many
ciation which certain
A light was f'.und on
tho street in Albuquerque toda).
"The man who raises a hue and
passing the mayor's ofllce on the
Life does not seem worth the living; cry after the wrong man."
south that was not burning, and they bear up with nervous irritation,
C.rlmm started to fix it. Ho first un sleeplessness, pain and misery iu the Roosevelt to a man who called on
loosened the wire by which the lamp stomach, headaches, backaches, and him, "there Is one man to be dreaded.
Is suspended and by pulling on It gave have a constant fear that what they He is the man who raises a hue and
the lamp several short, sharp jerks, eat is going to disagree with them cry after the wrong man. He makes
which ia sometimes sufficient to set and cause still greater distress.
it possible for the real culprit to esthe light burning again. Hut in this
In
there Is a remdy that re cape. He Is as bad as the thief. I
case it did not work.
stores the lost functions of the di think he Is a little worse.
The insulated platform on which gestive system, revives flagging nutrl
"He trips up honest men in trying
he always stood when working with Hon. and aids In the assimilation of to catch the thieves, and he poses as
the lights was then brought, from thp food. This remedy sooths and heals an honest man pursuing the thief. He
cart and the light lowered within the Irritated and inflamed walls of the; (s Bs ,afj as the thief, and, In addition
reach. Tho lamp wais disconnected stomach, strengthens the nervo cen he is a liar
in some manner from a hook that held ters of the digestive system, and
"Just now there are a lot of people
it In connection with a pendant iron makes a permanent and positive cure who
are in a way to
the cause of
Grimm, standing on tho stool, of all forms of stomach trouble, ex- real reform great harm.do They
rod.
are the
placed his left arm around the lamp cepting cancer.
people who are indulging in wholesale
"Indulgence In wholesale denunciaup,
very
in an attitude of trying to lift it
.1. H. O'RIelly & Co. make a
Hecause there may be
denunciation.
at the same time reaching above the liberal offer in connection with
men in congress they de- - tion."
dishonest
lamp with his left arm around it and
giving a guarantee with every nounce congress ns a whole; because revealors are assuming to set forth In
trying to pull something down from fifty-cen- t
box they sell, that if the rem- some rich men are selfish, they de- certain magazine publications.
above In an apparent effort to hook edy does not give satisfaction. It will nounce all rich men; because some, "They do not. discriminate between
the lamp in place. Grimm suddenly cost nothing. Begin its use at once, railroad men are grasping, they de- the honest man and the rascal. They
fell to the ground like Jie was shot. and see how quickly you will get
nounce all railroads.
make it hard to catch the rascal and
The lamp fell with him, and one of
reform, in every they make it hard for a man to be
of
"The
cause
the feed wires which seemed to have
movment. has to dread the extremists. honest. What reform needs now, as
become disconnected, also broke and LIGHTNING HITS
At this time the greatest danger to at all times, is sanity and moderation."
hung dangling near the body.
ROSWELL HOUSE.
Lightning struck the galvanized
Resuscitation Efforts Useless.
l,
Page Immediately jumped from the water tank of R. V. Smith, at
Thomas H. Catron, Edward Bartlett,
PICTURES OF
during a rain storm, and the COLLECTING
wagon and ran to the fallen man. A
ALL ATTORNEY GENERALS. E. A. Fiske and Thomas F. Conway.
into
bouse
passed
electricity
the
glance showed that he was practically
Edward C. Hurke. secretary 1o At
the water pipes. Mrs. Smith torney
lifeless. A Mexican boy was at once through
General G. W. Prlchard, iu ac-- l Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
sink
kitchen
near
standing
was
the
sent for a doctor, whilo a telephone
We would not pe without Chamber
A box c.inlance with a custom universally
a
shock.
severe
received
and
message was sent to this side of the
tollowed in the east, has lK'gun secur- lain's Couch Remedy. It is kept on
the
one
of
of
of
manure
foot
the
at
river. Following the Mexican custom pipes
home," says
at the tank was torn to pieces inir nietures of all the attorney een- - hand continually in our of
in such cases, a guard was placed
the Inde-aboby erals of tho territory to be hung W. W. Kearney, editor
Prompt
on
work
fire.
and
set
over the body and no one was allowed Mr. Smith prevented a serious fire.
walls of the ttt:rnev gen-- ! pendent, Lowry City, Mo. That is
the
to touch it until persons in authority
just what every family should do.
eral s office at the Capitol building.
came. It is said that some mends or Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum. Itch,
A number of the pictures have al-- i When kept at hand ready for instant
the dylns man wanted to attempt to
ready been enlarged and returned to; use, a cold may ue cnecheu m me " wi
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
restore life to his body by artificial
the office, while others are in the set'and cured in much less time than
Itcn.
respiration, but the guard refused to
All of these diseases are attended hands of the photographers and will after it has become settled in tae
allow him to be touched.
by Intense itching, which Is almost in be completed as soon as possible. The system. This remedy is also without
will
Mayor Waived Formalities.
stantly relieved by applying Chamber-- pictures will be framed, and when the a peer for croup in children, and sooa
as
given
when
prevent
attack
will
completed
the
use
Mr.
have
Burke
.Manager
work
Su
Kellogg
is
by
Salve,
continued
and
its
Iain's
General
and
i
evtu
secured an interesting addition to the as the child becomes hoarse,
perintendent Harry Potter went across a permanent cure may be effected.
appears,
which
cough
croupy
the
equipment
many
office.
after
cases
cf
tne
that
the river as saoti as they heard of the has, in fact, cured
can .only be done when the remedy Is
The list will include
Price
accident, but life was extinct when had resisted other treatment.
13.
P.
Stephen
all
by
John
Generals
kpt at hand. For sale by all
Elklns.
per
box.
For sale
they arrived. They at once made 25 cents
Victory, A. B. Fall, William Breeden.
preparations to bring the remains druggists.

VICTIM OF LIQUID

ROASTED BY ROOSEVELT
"REV-ELATOR-

es

Not Worth

I

the Living

Mi-o-n- a

Mi-o-n-

Ros-wel-
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I

But Things IMdllT Come Out Way!
You'll Have to. Also!
YOU May Think

WE
prnpmhPr . Qf

We Ate

Know Wc Have a

" GOOD THmG"

affr(i

wait, but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
oniy heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will ex
clude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt or mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

D

caD

,

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial!
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adiacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
That on this avenue a thirty-fobuilding line is imposed, that tho lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
that the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites or
this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
ot

GO UP AND SEE!

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Company
M. P.

SI A MM, Secretary and Soiling Agon
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ntimhrr of new settlers and homo- seekers who are taking up tracts of
farming lands In. many counties, aid
In swelling
the amount. In Union
founty, Mr. SnlTord says the treasury
now lias $1(1, (mm) n hand In tho
fund, outside of all del, is. This
Is enough to run the county a year
.
Ml a half without additional c
Other counties arc similarly
conditioned.
A
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SPRING CARPETS AND
RUGS

Arriving Daily. Some new and
Original Pattern In all
Standard Goods.
J. D. EMMONS,
Wholesale and Retail.
Auto phono 474. Colo, phone 177.
Corner of Coal Avenue and Soc- or viaend
west
strcet
"'
iluct.
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COMMERCIAL CLUB
BURGLAR CAPTURED
,

SUSPICIOUS
CHARACTER
ARRESTED IN DENVER
HAVING
SANTA FE PASS STOLEN FROM
ALF LUCKETT IN HIS
The thief who ent.ere.1 tho futii- merrlal Club at
as Vegas, on the
evening of March lth, and burglarized the r(,m of Alfred I.urkett." who
has iipartments in the building, is believed to have been raptured and Is
now confine,
jn the J:iil at Pueblo,
says the Optic.
He was picked up lis a suspicious
character
while loitering on the
streets of Denver, and when taken to
the police station he was searched
and a pass from Iis Vegas to Albu
querque, bearing Rip Track Foreman
Alfred I.uckett's
name, was found,
with other suspicious articles. He had
no right to be carrying the pass, nnd
an immediate investigation was made.
It was learned that he was wanted
at Pueblo for robbery first and he was
taken to that city and Incarcerated
in the jail, and later the officers received Information that he was wanted on a charge of robbery at I,a
Junta, and on two charges in this
city.
The prisoner is a white man, aged
about 20 years, and gave his name as
FYank Covin, which is undoubtedly assumed. He protests his innocence
and says the pass was given to him.
The officers of surrounding cities
will soon lie furnished with photographs and descriptions of the man,
and it is the opinion that he will be
recognized here. The thief showed
great familiarity with the Interior of
the Commercial Club in his robbery
of that place.
He entered Luckett's room, and se
cured a $10 bill, railroad pass and
several other articles of Intrinsic
value, and afterwards threw the
young man's cuff buttons on the bil
liard table, having discovered bv the
light in that room that they bore his
Initials. He also broke open the
money box In the billiard room, and
secured three or four dollars in cash.
His worst offense was In rifling the
mail box and opening several letters
addressed to the secretary of the club,
containing checks for the payment of
dues. For this offense the govern
ment will take a hand in his prosecu
tion. The other offenses for which
he is wanted In this city is supposed
to be the robbery of a local store,
which was never made public.
1
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CURE

SE-

TO

THiS CHANGE

BtfSMNS

IN

HARNESS

SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

RAILROAD TOPICS
At the last meeting of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, it was
stated that the International union
was going to build a home of its own,
and that $5,000 had been set aside to
mart with.

when the brakes were set, was pitched forward, and thrust his hand

through the pane of glass lu the door
and had his hand badly cut. The
passengers were Jarred more when
the brakes were thrown on than
they were by the Impact. Fireman
Davis will be able to be up and around
the hospital in a few days.

new wane schedule for the 1.500
firemen employed on the Illinois
tral railroad has been adopted, after
a conference between the officials of MISS DIGNITY HAD BAD
the Brotherhood of Locomotive FireCASE OF HYSTERICS
men and the railroad corporation. It
Is said that he wage rates for about
80(1 of the
firemen were Increased
Hangers-o- n
at the iocal station had
from 10 to 30 cents a day.
a real sensation this morning, on the
departure of No. 2. It was another
ENGINEER WHITAKER BADLY
case of the unsophisticated. A young
SCALDED IN A WRECK. lady in black went to the telegraph ofA serious wreck occurred Wednesfice to send a message to Walter, and
day morning at 1:30, In which En- after filling out a blank, she pushed
dangergineer Shad Whitaker was
it toward the ticket clerk, who takes
ously scalded and two engines dis- messages lit the station.
Hunge.
abled, says the Katon
"But who ts this Walter?" said the
Engine No. 747 is in the ditch and
in his politest manner. "We
' will require one of the heavy wreck- clerk,
will have to have a more definite adto
ers from La Junta or Ias Vegas
dress than this."
move it. Engineer Whitaker of 747
"I want that sent to Walter; the
miraculously escaped being pinioned conductor said that would be all
"the
fact that right," was the response.
under his engine; only
the huge machine turned completely
"But hasn't he another name?" A
over, saved him. As It was, he was slight spreading of the features show
thrown Into the cloud of steam from ed that the clerk was
slightly
tiie broken whistle and terribly scald amused.
both
ed about the body and limbs and
The woman in black grabbed the
limbs badly bruised.
blank, violently wrote another name
on, it and pushed it back with:
Traveling Passenger Agent W. IT. "There,
will that do?"
Gundey of the Denver & Rio Grande
"Yes," said the clerk. "But where
system, wa3 in the city, yesterday, does
Walter live?"
from Denver, conferring with local
She grabbed the blank again, and
Elks concerning side trips for tho more violently than
at first,, wrote
delegation over the Rio Grande sys
,
.
"U i" I imc mm
I
.l
j. .!.,
.1... ..,.! K V..I v,
"
J
tually laughed.
, ,
. ",'
a
L "I ver, ... ju.y.
nr.
oi
was the only comment of
"mf stated that some very pleas- - (he"There,"
Gundey
wom
flS ghe
on her heel
ant trips through the beautiful moun- - and marchlH, from ,he dPpot
with a
scenery of Colorado had been
tainous
indignant, air. But she crmr.
..,
ouuu Int.(
.r
uoi
.1... rMI.
"
her dignity, for the rear car of her
'..
d
the regular fare, and ,n,u train was just leaving
the station
this feature will attract many was grounds.
made manifest by the interest taken
A yell rent the air, and several
In the proposed side trips by the other yells followed,
as a bad case
local organization.
The Albuquerque of bvsterics developed in her
little,
Elks will have a marching club, fully dignified body. The whole neighbor125 strong, in neat uniforms, at the hood
was aroused bv her cries, which
coming grand lodge, and the Rio were so
loud that the trainmen heard
Grande people are determined that them and stopped the
train in the
none of the scenic wonders of their linnPr arwl rf ha
n ,1
I;.. 11.,
system shall be missed by the visit- - h ,
ssstp,, Mlss "TWniiv"
ing Elks.
me i ram, anu sne collapsed on reach
ing the platform.
WAR IS TOO COSTLY,
A

?,

one-thir-

irH

SAYS KENDRICK.

Regarding dispatches

to thu effect ASSESSED VALUATION

INCREASES FOUR MILLIONS.
that the Santa Fe Is preparing to enTraveling Auditor of the Territory
ter Into a speed contest with the Rock
Island and Southern Pacific for the C. V. Safford. who has returned from
carrying of the mails from Chicago an official trip through counties in
west. Vice President Kendrlck of the the territory, said that there would
Santa Fe, who is in Ixm Angeles, said bo an increase in the total assessed
valuation of property In New Mexico
that the rumor wa3 preposterous.
"The weighing of mails preparatory during the coming year of nearly
In many counties the
to a division of the contract with the

valuation of town counties has
other roads 'has been going on for
some time," said Mr. Kendrlck. "The been raised from lo to H per cnt.
question was settled at tho mowing 01
asPassenger
the Transcontinental
sociation, In Chicago, weeks ago, when
It was decided that a speed contest
would be foolish and costly.
"It ought to be apparent to any
body that there can be no contest on & 3
femm
tho eastern end of these roads and
hat a fight on the western divisions
would cost all of us more than the E. M
mail carrying contract would amount 3.4
to. The rumor is without grounds."

tisss.

i

l"

TT

W

23.1
--

WRECK

AT RIVERA.
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NOTICE

PAGE

Meat Market

Notice Is hereby given that an flection will be held in tho City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, l'tofi, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
said day, at the following polling

All

place.

Masonic

Kirst Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Chadwlck & Co.. on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At otllce of E. II.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Foutth Word Near corner of Copper avenue nnd Third street.
At which snid election the qualified
electors of the paid City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, residing within the
limits of tho said city, snail choose
ma following officers:
One Mayor For a term of two
years;
One City Clerk For a term of two
yea rs;
One City Treasurer For a term of
two years.
Two Members of the City Council
worn me rirsi ward One for a term
of four years and one for a term of
two years, to fill out an unexpired

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We nave
to oor
ready well equipped laundery a machine with whichadded
we can hsodto
woolens without shrinking. Wben we are through with them
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them toUs
ana we will straighten them out for you.

Kindt of Pnsh and Salt Meats.
Steam Srusage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT,

Building, rsortn Third Street

t

"ReBtSs"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
THE CELEBRATED

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

Out of Our!

IV

fell

Pocket

Into Yours:

Bottled In Bond.

Our Top Buggies
nd
RunalKHtts must mnve
Wo need tho floor
space for another cw.J
It's a time, to hclpj
yourself by helDlnK ul!
ilOftHoi

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
2

Distiller.
FRANKFORT, KT.

It.'IIM.

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to 125.00; now
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now! . . . . . W . .

One Member of the City Council
from the Second Ward For a term
MELINI & EAKIN
of four years;
One Member of the City Council
Bole Agents.
from the Third ward For a term of
Albuquerque,
N. M.
four years.
Automatlo Phone, 199.
One Member of the City Council
from tho Fourth Ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the Board of EduIF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
cation from the First Ward For a
lunch and enchlladns on the Mexican
term of four years;
Two Members of the Board f Edu- style, go to South Third street, corner
cation from the Second Ward One of Silver avenue. No. 213. Will b
for a term of four years, and one for a I served promptly at any hour of th
lerm or two years, to All out an un- night. Prices will be from 25c to 80c
expired term.
One Member of the Board of Edu- M. GfcENADINO
& CO.
cation from the Third Ward For
tern of four years;
One Member of the Board of Edu
N. PEACH & CO.
cation from the Fourth Ward For a
tern of four years;
REAL ESTATE OEALEftS
FRANK McKEE. Mayor,
Aatomatle
'phone, 615. office, 20S
o
West Oold Avenue.
NOTICE

nZyLr'P
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Grima!

SCREEN DOORS
F

CK

l

Third and MarqoctU

Wc Do Yotrr Blacksmith Work Right I

INt ITTH .

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
HORSESHOEING
DEPART-

OUR
MENT.

HARNESS REPAIRING AND

RIAGE

J. KORBER

JSS.m
JVUtHl
Ii4if

& CO.,

PRESCRIPTIONS

NEXT TO BANK OT COMMERCE

203 W. Ratfroad Are.

At Consistent Prices

JOHNSON

A. D.

RUPPE

B.

RIGHT

Extra Fine Perfumed
Toilet
Violet

Soaps'

Rose and English

Hawthorne

3 Cakes in Box
--

Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
and supplies and horse-powe- r
pump
ing outfits.
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
STEAM

CARPET

CLEANING

25 cents
Also extra quality

Tar and
Hygienic Skin Soaps at
the same price

THORNTON Tho Clamnmr
Cleans everything. He Is the

Furniture

Man.

Moving,

pack-

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

THE WILLIAMS
117 W.

TOT I

FOR-

& JBRADI

BLUE FRONT STORE.
Railroad Ave.
Both pbanesu

A. E. WALKER,

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
FIRE
Grain and Fuel.
INSURANCE.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Secretary Mutual Building Associa
and Cigars. Place your orders for tion, Office at 217 West Railroad
this line with us.
nue.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
7

M.

Staplft and Fancy
Groceries

W.H.Hahn&Co

DRAGOIE
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Lxzaied on the Belen

iMhlX'

Tin IRS
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TCiT,
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TRST
J

332

of The Atchison, Topeka

Out-o- ff

M

TJW

am

El

V

X

am

Santa

&

re

Raiivsay

is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N M., at the junction of the Main Line of the
Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

i

of

;i

mil,

ttost

back as
tram l.e- iai
.li.l twit
cam. Li.. n.i.1 Kit,
far
'nougn up the hill.
lien no heard
No. IK coming, he ran at top speed
towards it, but when the engineer
caught sight of him it was too late
in time on
j'" stop the heavy p train
Jiceount of the ste' grade. He threw
Ion the air, and when he saw the
freight around the curve, he ami the
Jirenian leaped from the c h.
1 Six cars of the freight train wore I
a
badly wrecked, and tho caboose was
reduce,! to splinters, only tin- - cuiiola Ha4
ckiko.il iieing leu llliac.
The passengers escaped injured, V)Ih.
"in the exception of one waikinu
through, the chair car for a drink, ami
flagmun had been
"uii as a car o tneIt.,m
A

lUlUunta

c.

t

Betn

ta""ure tn.iut.

X

tor

"'

tu ur. vLeat.

,7"

"""l--

,

tte Be,M

la
.v In Central New

..L .AST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS Or THE SANTA
FE ROUTE W.I

MpxK-o-

r.n

.

--

'

capacity.

The

asa..

"SSTCKi

tXS'KUB

150

barrels dally; large winery;
ntar future cannot

Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the
THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE
PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

JOHN BECKER, Prosident

A3T AND

WHT.

NORTH

Ure. sotel..
b. estimated

AND 8QUTH.

DEEDS.

elen Town and Improvement Company

WM. M.EBERGER, Secretary

EWSTSE
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TIJIF

IL U.I.IJW

JSTtr
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CO.

DRUG

Dealers to
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
Earth.
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
Order Solicited.
Free Delivery. 300 North Broadway, Corner of
Z14 South second Street.
OCODOCOOOCOCOCOCOCXDOCODOa
lngton Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N.

!

I

FIG-

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVE..
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW
MEXJCCX

B. A, SLEYSTER

Ton

CAR-

TRIMMING.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

Thos. F. Keleher

ML
CO
$6.00 Per

BSZZiZTt.

rtr

4Srr,72.va

ir

(

BgllcHng Supplies

Both Phones

Cfown Studio

PRATT SCO.

-

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Lucero

Am

out

priCCS.

'Xsifo tl

SW- Stanhope. Oon- of town business solicited.'

Albuquerque
Carriage Oo
corner rirst ana Ttjcras Road.

,

Notice is hereby given that an election will be held In the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
UP TO DATE SIGNS
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. of
said day, at the following polling
places:
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
30CXXXXXDCXD0CXXXXXXXXXXX)
Cbadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
SCREEN TIME
Third Ward At office of E. II.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Is here. Door and Window
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copscreens made to order.
per ovenue and Third street.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
At which election the question of
authorizing the Issuance of Three ocxyxooooooocxxxxxxyDcxxx)
Hundred Thousand ($300,000) Dollar
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
PIONEER BAKERY
New Mexico, to purchase and extend
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
tho v ater works now owned by the
' (Successor
to Balling Bros.)
Water Supply company of said city,
will be submitted to the qualified WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
electors of said city, who are the
owners of real or personal property,
We desire patronage and we guarBIDS WANTED.
subject to taxation, within the City antee first rlasa hnltlnv
207 S. First Street.
Bids will be received at the office of Albuquerque.
Albuquerque.
of the clerk of the board of county
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
commissioners of Bernalillo county, up
to 10 o'clork in the forenoon of Sat
NOTICE
urday, April 14, 1906. at the court
house of said county, in Albuquerque,
Notice is hereby given that an
for the doing of the following work:
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
will be held in the City of
First, for repairs and additions to election
215
West Railroad Ave.
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico,
on Tues
the county bridge over the Rio Grande
day, .April 3rd, 1906, between the
Auto Phone, 320.
at Barelas.
hours of 9 o'clock a. in. and 6 o'clock
Second, for reconstruction of a por p.
m of 6afU day, at the following
tion of the county bridge at Corralles.
places:
Third, for work upon, and In the vi- voting
thirst Ward City Hall.
cinity of, the Alameda dyke.
Second Ward At office of Chas. PANTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
Fourth, for dyke construction at Chadwlck
BRUSHES.
& Co., on Gold avenue.
Atrlsco and other work for the proLeather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Third Ward At office of E. H.
tection of property from floods in that Dunbar, on South
noDes,
Horse BlanKets, Etc. PalThird street.
vicinity.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Cop- metto Roof Paint; lasts live years and
Bids can be submitted for either or per avenue and Third
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
street.
all of said four different pieces of
At which said election the ouestion Pelts.
work, and the board reserves th? of authorizing the issuance
Thirty 109 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
right to reject or accept any or a!l Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of
of bonds
bids.
Established in 1882
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Said work is to be done according Mexico, to erect and build a city Fm G.
to specifications which can be seen building, will be submitted to
tie Bole agents for Casino Canned Goods
upon application to the clerk of the qualified electors of said city, who
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
board at the court house.
are the owners of real or personal
boden's Oranite Flour.
By order of the board of county property, subject to taxation, within
commissioners.
the said City of Albuquerque, New
(Seal)
Mexico.
A. E. WAJ.KER,
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
Probate Clerk and
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
Clerk of
PUBLIC.
the Board of County Commissioners
Room S, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
A Scientific Wonder.
of Bernalillo County, New Mexico.
The cures that stand to its credit
Automatlo Telephone. 174.
March 24, 190G.
make Bucklen's Arnica Salve a scienXXXXXXXX3CX3C)COCODC)OCXDOOO
tific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford,
MERCHANT TAILORING
lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry,
Cerrllio
Ammrlcmn Block
Waynesboro,
of a distressing case
UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST of plies, u Pa.,
heals
worst
the
burns,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- anrcs, bolls, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chil
BINI, PROPRIETOR
blains and aaJt rheum. Only 25c at
My mercnani tailoring stiep is up- all drug stores.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveTry a Citizen want ad.
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
COKE - MILL WOOD
MEN AN0W3ME&
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
rMHlg(.,runntur
perlence In the business. Suits made
tm I
KINDLING
rtUrliarL'..tt,inU!nliiBtlun.
Uaarfto,.rd Th frnri.lif.iia i.r
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
... .. ......
aol Mrl'tir.
n .....
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking 6kirts made feftV ClNCIHHill.O (JKy rold
to order. Give me a trial.
COTH 'PHONES
O. BAMBINI.

SEVEN

THIRD STP.EET

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

PARTICULARS OF THE
Gei.ige Davis, the fireman on Santa
Fe passenger train No. In, which was
wrecked in a rear end collision with
a fr iLilit .near Rivera, yesterday noon,
was quite painfully Injured, 'and is
'now at tlie A., T. & S. p. hospital, in
this city, says the Optic. He has a
deep wound on the inner side of his
right, eye, his
hip is badly con
tused, and he was severely bruised
and shaken up.
He and the engineer leaped from
the cab to save themselves when they
1 eaught sinlit of the freight train on
he track. The former alighted on his
feet and then fell forwards while the
tiretnan struck on bis head in front

EVENING CITIZEN.
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EVENING

FRIDAY,
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30, 1906.

t7twa.-'wi'faiiijfiSATURDAY'S SPECIAL SA--charge of $1 per month. It Is thought
boast
that In time Albuquerque willequal
35c
or 2 do strictly fresh Eggs
" JliiMU
a boys' blind that will be the
30c
Newton Creamery Butter
tiny such Fltntlar organ'.ntlin in the
Sc
can of Cream.
west.
8c!
Cleaned Raisins, per pkg
for
F R. Wendell will leave tonight reWe are showing a nice lot of Eas-- j
he
morning
This
Angeles.
novelties.
surgeon ler
25c j
2 pkgs of Force
ceived a telegram from the
stating
that
hospital,
!
8c
ti. ftifri!iH:i
Canned Soup
DAY AND WEATHER.
operation
an
Mrs. VrmlHI bad bad
.urge pkg of Oat Flakes
2"e
"t'111:
but
quite
wn
Partly cloudy and warmer tonight performed and
25c
2 bottles of Chow Chow
and Saturday.
other operation was necessary in
See us for pumps, pipe and drive
life.
pave
her
order to
loints.
NaSunrise, 5:50; set, 6:19; length, 12
luc
All members of Company G,
Pork and Beans
report
at
hours and 29 minutes; moon wilt set tional Gumls. arc ordered to
15c
California Pears
eventonight at 11:35. Day pleasant, but tho irm,:rv at 7 3" o'clock this
.Macaroni, per pkfj
8c
d
latter half cloudy. Alaska was
ing for drill duty. Meeting of social Arm and Hammer S 'da, per lb....Cc
m
on this day, 1869.
club Immediately after drill. All
We carry one of the largest stocks:
kitchen supplies to be found In
ale requested to be In attendof
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
ance, as matters of Importance are to own.
be discussed.
9c
Figs, per pkg
Tile 4 o'clock report of the arrival
(Jimmy) C. Fr'.edl.erg. who Horse Radlsii, per liottle
10c
James
as
1
rains is
of Santa Fe passenger
tic
has been holding the position of night Com Starch, per pkg
follows:
European for Two
Sturges,
pkgs
Cold
of
the
Water
clerk
at
Two sections of No. 1. on time.
15c
Starch
several months past, left yesterday
Second No. 2. at 4:3" p.
for a visit to bis old home at NashWe are headquarters for poultry
reNo. 4, at 2:i5 a. m.
to
expects
ville, Ttnn., where he
supplies. See us, It you need anyNo. 7, on time.
main, his plans at present not Includ- thing In that line.
No. 8. at 10:05 p. m.
ing a return to New Mexico.
THE MAZE.
No. 5, oiu hour la'c.
William Kieke, Proprietor.
Sheriff M. T. Slewart, of E idy counpassed through the city this mornMiss Jennie Gavin, of this city is ty,
Ci mo in and read the tags. Prices
ing with a bunch of four prisoners, the
visiting friends at Flagstaff.
Albugrist
the Eddy county spring term speak louder than premises.
of
St.
at
Evening prayer and lecture
of court, destined for short terms in qiicrque Carriage Co.
3D,
evening.
7:
this
John's church, at
territorial penitentiary at Santa
to the
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Tn at t xvk more davs In which
Fe. The prisoners had been found
na'v vour 1oI1 tax. Suits begin on guilty of committing burglary and lar
Bcreens, 7 cents per foot.
Window
April 1.
ceny.
A home made door, with trimmings,
yesterDr. I). O. Norton n turned
The latest report from Belen says for $1.25.
day from a professional business trip that rails will bo connected upon the
We are making window screens an
to El l'aso.
Santa Fe cut off by tomorrow night mortised together, and as strong as
Cruces attor- so as to allow trains to run from Be a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
H. H. Holt, the I.a
s
that
or
ney, was In the city for a short time len to Einis, which Is more than
screen door,
of the entire length cf tne will outlast any door shipped in here
last evening en route home from
nipt illinium) numtMi
road. However, there will be no reg from the cast, together with trimSanta Fe.
'llilWdtt if! i. I.I J iMiti
Evening prayer at St. John's Epis- ular trains over the road for some mings, for $1.25.
snop
maue
regular
yet.
time
We
make
the
2M
copal church tonight at 7:30 o'clock.
H. C. screen doors that have always cost,
The Raton Reporter says:
Lecture on the Praper Hook and
$1.50.
$2.25,
for
to
$2.00
heretofore,
Holy Communion.
Paulsen ami wife, of Albuquerque, ar
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
Regular services at. Tempio Albert rived In tho city today and are look
r i a km Kir. Mil I
locating
ing
a
view
with
cf
Jaaround
Kabbl
by
o'clock,
tonight at 7:45
V
Mr
going
Into
business.
hero
"Isaac
and
subject,
MCRn-iAMTon
Kaplan,
the
AT THE
LUNCH
cob H.
extensive
traveling
been
has
Paulson
Work."
11
M. Wise and Ills
TO 2:3"
ELEPHANT FROM
ly throughout the west the past, lew WHITE
ALSO FREE LUNCH SAT- DAILY.
J. E. Bell, the liveryman, has bought months and likes
of
Raton
looks
the
a cottage on South Arno street
any other place he has URDAY NIGHT. r
through tho Porterfleld company, and better than
visited.
HOUSE FOR RENT
ROOMING
will soon make it their home.
occupy the AND FURNITURE OF SAME FOR
Moser,
will
E.
who
Rev.
at
Heald,
teacher
Miss Elizabeth
of the German Lutheran church SALE. FINE LOCATION; GREAT'
Today We Have
tho Alameda district school, announces pulpit
future, arrived last night from BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'3
in
the
today,
this
that the school will close
of
SONS.
he was the pastor
day's session closing the present Atchison, where
the First Lutheran church of that i
term.
TOE GLT.:, AT RUPPE'S.
nlace. Rev. Moser will Drench his
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Brooks have firut. sermon to an Albuquerque conATTENTION GENTLEMEN!
home gregation on next Sunday morning.
moved into their new
they
which
street,
21
Edith
South
at
Order your suit now for "Easter,"
Word reaches the city that the
purchased of the Pcrterfleld com Zunl Mountain railway is having and be well dressed. You know our 8
latest O
pany.
trouble with a landslide, that not enly reputation. Best workmanship,Eighteen
0
Mrs. F. O. Keys left this morning covered the track In one place, and styles, and lowest prices.
for her home nt La Jun'.3k after a pleas blocked traffic, but caught and cov- hundred new samples to seieci num. 9
8
8
ant visit In the city with her parents, ered a locomotive, which happened to Nettleton Tailoring
SEALSHIPT
OYSTERS
Agency
.Mr. and Mrs. W. U. Lamkin of South be In line of the slide at the time it
114 South Third street.
Walter street.
came. Loosening of the mountain side
B;ae Points
Selects
Standards 0
'
J. P, Paulsen, manufacturer of bank by heavy precipitation is said to have
FOUGHT. SOLO
TICKETS
v
cause.
been
the
Mr.
and store fixtures, is in the city.
c
AND EXCHANGED
Tho James Curl string of running
Paulsen has been to Kl Paso, and is
o
on his way to his home and head- horses, which claim Bremen. Okla.,
Office
Association
0
0
as tneir home, passed through the tity
quarters at Denver.
B
o
Transactions
2,
en
No.
mcrning
on
train
this
of
register
Guaranteed
0
Nicholas dalles, former
2
route fr;m Los Angeles, where they
a
the United Sta,tes land office at Las spent
lii 0
1 1 8 W. R. R. Ave.
Park,
to
winter,
Ascot
nt
ROSENFIEIO'S,
the
last
metropolis
1n
Cruces, was
the
the' string was the
evening for a short time, en route to New York. In mare,
Orleans, who
well bred little
Las Cruces from Santa re.
captured the "Oaks" race at Ascot,
Fred'
Marshal
States
Deputy United
ist winter, worth $2,000 to the
Fornoff, who, on Monday, is to taite owner. Tti" Curl string is comprseu
terricaptain
the
of
up the reins of
of six of tho best horses owned in
torial mounted police, was a passen- the middle west.
BEST."
:HE
morning.
ger
Santa Fe this
Mrs. D. D. Coverdale, of West Gold
Rev. Moser, a divine connected with avenue; is holding tier spring millin
the German Lutheran church, arrived ery cjie'iing, this afternoon, and It Is
In the city yesterday from Atchison, the evei t. of the display of a large
Kan., for a brief visit with the pastor numler of very pretty hats, viewed
by a largo number of admiring ladies.
of the local Lutheran church.
Mrs. E. Hays, wlTe of Conductor 'fb3 pailors were trimmed In green
Hays, who has charge of the supply and wlrle, and against this back
many highly colored ef
train running out from Helen over groundin the
millinery were exhibited to
Is spending the fects
the Santa Fe cut-ofe best advantage.
Waves or green
day In the city visiting and shopping.
wl.ite ribbons of crepe paper
P. Rinley. trainmaster on the Rio and
sprang lrom every side of the room
Grande division of the Santa Fe, left and swoned
to the center of the
10
No.
the
morning
for
on
this
train
celling, where the ends were caught
to
state
Ripley
refused
&st.
Mr.
by a beautiful bell of the same color.
where bo was going or how long he Mrs. Coxerdale's reception lasts until
away
ul
from his
expected to remain
tomcnew evening.
vision.
F. .1. Bergdoll, a prominent member
Edwin F. Coard, formerly 6porting f the Elks' lodge of Paducah, Ky., is
editor and reiKJiter of the Herald in i be city, and this morning was in
Quincy, 111., has accepted the position t reduced at The Evening Citizen of
Vegaa Optic, lice by A. Borders, tiie undertaker,
of city editor on tho
vice Charles W. G. Ward, who re- who is an
Mr. Berg
sign! J and will practice law In the doll is a well known politician of the
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THfc MGhAE'S SHOULDER.
future.
Jaci;s:in purchase district of Kentucky
last (the toe of that commonwealth), and
Mrs. Thomas Isherwood left
niirht for a trip to Bakersfield, Cal. will remain
here a few days. He
where sho will visit with 'her son, Joe, came in last night from Roswell, via
401-40- 3
U3-US-after which she will proceed to San the automobile route and the Sanva 2
Francisco and other California cities, Ke Central, and says the chauffeur
being absent from Albuquerque about spun the auto along the sandy road
Mexico
for
at the lively gait of thirty miles an
six weeks.
WW-ingot
Other Farm Implements:
and
Bergdoll
Plows
on
to
hour.
desires
Mr.
Prices
for Wholesale
J. 11. Bambrook, formerly an
of The Evening Citizen, re terested financially, down this way, 9
City.
Kansas
The largest stock west of
turned this morning from Mexico, and is looking around the city today,
Investing,
provided
the
where he has been the past four with a view of
months, working for the Mexican voters vote right on the water quesis
taxation. Ho objects to increased
Mr. Ilambrook
Central railway.
tion and crooked financial figures.
visiting friends in the city.
Miss Margaret Hartman, formerly
Ap- you looking for an extra nobby
a tuicher In the central high school.
resigned her position today and will slwic io wear with your new springW'o have just received a patlater leave for New York, where she Kottn?
a position with her nt kid oxford, witlv Veld top, Culan
has accepted
Miss Hart-ma- bi l l, cither light or heavy solos, which
brother us bookkeeper.
SHUR-Ow
are sure will please you. Trice,
Intends remaining here until $;!..",m.
c. May's shoo store, 314 West
'
May.
Kuilroad avenue.
Quite a number of the lnys of t.i
city gathered at the music store of
OF
SEATING CAPACITY
THE
Learnard & Lindeniann last night for THE CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
the purto.se of farming a boys' band. IS LIMITED. SECURE YOUR TICKriBST ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
About, forty were enrolled, and these
ETS AT MATSON'S FOR THE PIPE
Whiting Blk.
Room
will be taken in charge by George L. ORGAN RECITAL, THURSDAY
Corner Cold Avenue and Second Street.
Patterson, who will give the boys two
Appointment Mado at Vann'e Drug Store.
5.
APRIL
lessons per week, for the nominal
A CASTRONOM ICAL TREAT WILL
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT
MERCHANTS' LUNCH
M
FKOM 11 TO 2:30.
i

LOCAL AND

PEKSONAL
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Is

HART

WESTRA1LR0AD1VL

MESSENGERS
OF SPRING

SCHAFF HER

:

Our nobby styles of Oxfords for
dainty looking, glove fitting,
well wearing just the kind of shoos
you want, for these beautiful spring
rtaysT
A large assortment to select
from Pan nt Kid, Vlcl Kid or Gun
Metal, Mack or tan, low, medium or
high heels, light or txtension soles.

AD

Women

.

MARX

-

Vice Kid

Patent

5l.65to $3.00

--

2.75 to

Kid

-

Gun Metal

CLOTHING

3,50
3.50

y

two-third-

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

purchased at F. P. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them,
When

118

and

120

SHIPMENTS

South Second street

OF

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each In its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

In

'TIs a
value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

STREET.

SECOND

Quart
Quart
4- - Quart
3- -

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $1.50

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday

65c
75c
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the tfine one day only. Mall orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J. H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Barnett Building

Druggists

CEMENT
GLASS
DOORS

LUMBER

M.

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

S;. T. VAMM
OF OPTICS
DOCTOR

n

Lowncy's Candies

to.

tSuitts

Festtivs&l

for

Wear

S.icks in fun-- iou;;h
smooth Worsteds,
Cassimeres and
of nyiltitudinous
and
tones, ill strikingly stylish, and
patterns
in many cuts to sui tho taste. Also frocks
for church parades-iiv-jl- si .ft.
and
stylish. All
made, pre- cisc in fit, expressive in stylo.
See windows.
,

ClK-viot-

y

-

o

WANT TO LEARN
SPANISH ?
i :in easily be dime with
the uid
i :!:
jibonoKrapli
and instruction
I1'1 it;-us prepared by the Interna- Correspondence Schools,
is believing and a denin'.1.-::..- .!
is free. You name the lime
r:
j.':ice and I will do the rest.
A. II. HALL. Representative.
DO YOU

class in cooking,

which will
Monday. April C, at 2 o'clock
in
includes full Instructions
and cake making, as we! as
a cookery.

strik-Stein-Hlo- eh

silk-line- d

Our Windows

Suits Ranse from S 2 to S30

rCE GUM. AT RUPPE'S.

1

r,

E.L WASHBURN CO.

122
S. Second

HARDWARE

Successors to E. J. POST

OOWPy

H

& COMPANY

H

Wholesale

Wholesale

and Retail

and detail

i-

IS THE TIME

PLANT HARDY ROSES,
VINES, SHRUES AND
WE HAVE THEM.
TO

PRICES AF.E RIGHT.

- IVES,

e

"-ovis- t

:i9 WEST SANTA
A

Auto Phone,

FE AVENUE.
718.

it- .-

REFRIGERATORS

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

'

ICE CREAM

.

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

GARDENTOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS
HONEY-C'.'CKLE-

I
i

119
West Cold

SVlclPJTOSM

I

NOW

ee

& SON
S. VANE
PURE DRUGS
Stationery

We Invite

Estteir

rfMrf.'.fi.''.rf'.rf'.SI,"rfWwf

New

Fine Jewelry

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

g

North First Street
and Arizona

N

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

WORLD'S

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Albuquerque, N.

O60i0000i000t00

IIIWHITNEY COMPANY!

MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

-

0OCOOO80COliO90

Is

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

First and Marquette,

DAILY

Red Snapper
Flounder
Sea Bass
Gulf Cat Fish

fr

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:

RECEIVED

9RDSELL WAGON

THE

Pq You Use a Fountain Syringe
2- -

oeoeooocoeooco

Barracuda
Salmon
Smelts
Channel Cat Fish

six-roo-

The Hickox - Mayna d Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

3

LEMTEif FISH

BmWBSBBKJBBB
T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX. ,

oooooooooo

r--

F. F. TROTTER
Not.

y

Ml

SPADESrSHOVELS
RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

GARDENBARROWS

21 5 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

M

-

-

-

r

NEW MEXICO
M

